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IntroductionThe discovery of high-Tc superconducting materials has revived interest in the physics ofstrongly{correlated electronic systems. In this thesis we present some studies on stronglycorrelated fermion model systems, concerning the problem of nonmagnetic metal - non-magnetic insulator transition (known as the \Mott transition") in an in�nite dimensionaldiamond lattice (Chapter 1) and the problem of modeling new mechanisms for the super-conducting instabilities (Chapters 2 and 3).In this Introduction, we would �rst like to introduce readers to broader issues and questionsrelated to this work and anticipate some of the most relevant results obtained in the thesis.Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Lat-ticeTheoretical investigations of correlated fermion systems are generally exceedingly di�cultowing to the many{body nature of the problem. Even in its simplest formulation such asthe single{band Hubbard model no one has given an exact solution, except in one dimensionwhere there exist powerful techniques (Bethe{Ansatz, bosonization, etc.) which in manycases allow one to derive exact results. Unfortunately, these approaches are restricted toD = 1 and do not work in higher dimensions. By contrast, standard many{body pertur-bation techniques can be applied in all dimensions and in fact work generally better in1



2 Introductionhigher dimensions. In practice, however, they are limited to certain parameter ranges, e.g.very weak interactions, low densities etc. Alternatively one can resort to simpler methods,like mean �eld theories, slave boson approaches or variational methods which often providevaluable insight; nevertheless their actual validity is usually hard to estimate.In view of the theoretical di�culties mentioned above it is of considerable help if one is atleast able to obtain exact results for a model, even if oversimpli�ed, in certain non triviallimits. If a solution is possible at all, it often turns out that perturbation techniques areable to connect this solution to more realistic parameter values.In this respect the in�nite dimensional limit of strongly correlated fermion systems hasbeen the subject of large consideration in the recent past [1, 2, 3]. In classical statisticalphysics the limit of in�nite spatial dimensions is well established, since it often allows forexact solutions. This is due to the fact that for D ! 1 the number of nearest neighborsgrows proportional to D, thus making uctuations unimportant. As a consequence thereis an intimate connection between solutions in D =1 and mean{�eld{type solutions. Thesame is basically true for quantum mechanical systems of localized spins. For example, inD =1 the N�eel{state becomes the exact ground state of the Heisenberg model [4].In a pioneering paper [1], Metzner and Vollhardt pointed out that the limit of large spacedimensionality is also of great interest for systems with itinerant quantum mechanical de-grees of freedom (e.g. fermionic lattice models), which simplify remarkably while retainingtheir main features, so that their physics remains non{trivial. Notice, however, that foritinerant Fermi systems, simple mean{�eld solutions, e.g. unrestricted Hartree{Fock, donot become exact in D =1. In fact, while the spatial uctuations are frozen in D =1 andone{particle properties can thus be understood by looking at a single site of the lattice, theon{site quantum uctuations (in imaginary time) are still present in in�nite dimensions,making the problem non{trivial.Nevertheless the limit of large spatial dimension leads to many simpli�cations in the theory.In particular it has been shown that diagrammatic treatments become very much simplerthan in �nite dimensions [1]. This property makes many problems, which are prohibitively



Introduction 3di�cult in lower dimensions, tractable in D =1.Finally the results obtained in D =1 can be extended to �nite dimensions via systematic1=D expansions [5, 6].The Hubbard hamiltonian has certainly been the most studied fermion model in thein�nite dimensional limit. As for the types of lattices which have been studied, recent in-vestigations have focused on the hyper{cubic lattice atD =1 and on the Bethe lattice within�nite coordination number [7, 8, 9, 10]. In both cases the model can be exactly mappedonto a self-consistent one-impurity problem with a particular non-interacting density ofstates - gaussian, for the hyper-cubic case, semi-circular for the Bethe lattice case [7, 9, 10].In this thesis (Chapter 1), we present an application of this technique to the1-dimensionalgeneralization of the honeycomb (D = 2) or diamond (D = 3) lattices [11]. The commonfeature of this class of non{Bravais lattices, in any dimension D � 2, is a vanishing densityof states (DOS) at the band center, �(E) / jEj, which results in a zero-gap semiconductor,or a zero-density semimetal, in the non-interacting case at exactly half �lling. At D = 1the density of states becomes particularly simple, and reads: �(E) = jEjt2 e�E2=2t2 , where tis a rescaled hopping parameter t = ~t (2=D)�1=2 [a procedure which ensures that the kineticenergy does not trivially dominate as D !1 (see Section 1.1)].To �x the notation, we write the Hubbard hamiltonian as followsH = �~t XR2A;feigX� hc+R+ei;� cR;� + h:c:i+ U XR2A;B nR;" nR;# ;where the bipartite nature of the lattices under consideration allows us to identify twosublattices A and B, and feig is a set of vectors connecting a site in A to its nearest-neighbors in B. In generalizing the honeycomb/diamond lattices to higher dimensions, werequire that each site has D+1 nearest-neighbors and that the angle � between any two ofthe D + 1 vectors feig is arccos(�D�1) (Section 1.1).The in�nite dimensional limit on a hyper{diamond lattice is studied by the well knownmapping onto a self-consistent one-impurity problem. This is solved using Quantum MonteCarlo simulations and alternatively, second-order perturbation theory.



4 IntroductionAs in any half-�lled bipartite lattice the model maps for U ! 1 onto an unfrustratedHeisenberg model with antiferromagnetic (AF) nearest-neighbor coupling J = 4~t2=U , whoseground state has N�eel AF long-range order. In the ordinary hyper-cubic case for D � 2, theMean-Field (MF) critical value of U for the transition to a N�eel antiferromagnet is actuallyvanishing (Uc = 0), because of perfect electron-hole nesting of the half-�lled Fermi surface.By contrast, in the D = 1 generalization of the honeycomb lattice, the Fermi surface isvanishingly small (more precisely, it is a D � 2 dimensional object), the DOS at the Fermilevel also vanishes as �(E) / jEj, and the MF value of Uc for the AF transition is pushedto a �nite value Uc > 0 [12]. That this MF picture is qualitatively correct even in D = 2is con�rmed by the Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations for the honeycomb lattice[12]. In this case quantum uctuations do increase the actual value of Uc, but only by abouta factor 2: Uc=~t � 4:5, whereas U (MF )c =~t = 2:23 [12].A �nite value of Uc makes the situation interesting and potentially rich of surprises. First,there is a �nite window of U -values near U = 0 where a nonmagnetic ground state should bestable. One may wonder if and what type of Fermi Liquid Theory is valid in that regime.Secondly, at half{�lling, one can envisage the possibility of a (semi)metal-paramagneticinsulator (Brinkman{Rice) transition occurring at a lower U than that required for anti-ferromagnetism, in contrast to the MF picture. In D = 2 (honeycomb) the two transitionsappeared to coincide as in the MF theory [12]. One of the motivations for the present studywas the hope of clarifying, or con�rming, some of these points, including the role of dimen-sionality and the possibility of a genuine (i.e., non magnetically driven) Mott-Hubbardtransition, which is not yet found in any simple model.The problem of the Mott transition is well known. In his pioneer work on the metal{insulator transition [13] Mott envisioned that in transition metals, as the Coulomb inter-action among the charged carriers increases or as the interatomic spacing increases, thefree motion of electrons in the lattice will cease at some point and the system will un-dergo a �rst order transition from a metal to an insulator. The �rst serious attempt tostudy this metal{insulator transition was due to Hubbard [14]. He based his calculation on



Introduction 5the \atomic" (zero{hopping) limit which naturally leads to a two{band picture, the lower(singly occupied) and upper (doubly occupied) Hubbard bands separated by the interac-tion U . He concluded that the metal{insulator transition occurs at a critical value Uc oforder of the bandwidth, when the two bands stop overlapping. Although this picture leadsto a metal insulator transition and provides a good insulating solution for large U , it fails totreat correctly the low energy physics in the metallic side: the Fermi liquid quasi{particlesare absent. Brinkman and Rice (BR) [15] attacked the problem from the opposite limitby using a Gutzwiller variational wave function { a Fermi sea with double occupancy pro-jected out { and found the metal{insulator transition at a much higher Uc. The Gutzwillerwave function gives a good Fermi liquid description for the metallic side, but misses theinsulating side completely and lacks the high energy excitations which are the precursors,in the metal, of the upper and lower Hubbard bands of the insulating solution.Although the Mott transition has acquired a much broader meaning over the years, it isstill not clear what the right picture of the transition is, even in the simplest model whichHubbard treated in the early' 60s. In this respect the in�nite dimensional limit makes theproblem easier. In fact, in this limit, the Gutzwiller approximation used by BR to evaluatethe energy of the Gutzwiller wave function becomes exact. Furthermore, it turns out thata major assumption made in the so-called Hubbard{III approximation [14], namely theself{energy being site diagonal, also becomes exact in in�nite dimensions. Therefore, it isnatural that a solution in the D =1 limit should provide a bridge between the Hubbard{III and the BR treatments and a clearer picture of the Mott transition.In our study of the hyper{diamond lattice in D = 1 we �nd that the transition is si-multaneously metal{insulator and nonmagnetic-antiferromagnetic, i.e. the two transitionsseem again to coincide as in D = 2. However, if we ignore the possibility of an antiferro-magnetic solution, which sets in already for U=t � 2:3, we �nd a genuine \paramagnetic"Mott transition at U=t � 8:5. As in the hyper cubic case [9, 10, 16] this Mott-Hubbardtransition would occur in a region of the phase diagram where the nonmagnetic solutions isunstable towards antiferromagnetism. It is therefore clear that the relevance of this genuine



6 IntroductionMott transition is again con�ned to models where disorder or some other frustrating agentdestroys the antiferromagnetic order [17].Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.Another interesting problem in the physics of strongly correlated electronic models is theinterplay of orbital degeneracy and superconductivity in molecular conductors.Generally, when atoms or molecules with orbitally degenerate valence levels are arrangedto form a solid, the degeneracy of the isolated constituents is often broken, once thesolid is formed. In many cases, in fact, the crystal �eld, produced by the surroundingatoms/molecules, is able to remove the original degeneracy. More importantly, kinetic en-ergy broaders levels into bands, and this large bandwidth essentially \quenches" out theon{site orbital degeneracies. Yet, if the crystal symmetry is su�ciently high, and, moreimportantly, if electron hopping is su�ciently weak, the e�ects of orbital degeneracy maybe far from being completely lifted. In this situation the molecular Jahn-Teller (JT) e�ect,arising from coupling electrons to on{site vibronic modes, may play an important role evenin the solid. In particular it can induce a global symmetry{lowering lattice deformationlifting the residual degeneracy (\static" Jahn-Teller e�ect). This is the case for the so{called \cooperative" Jahn{Teller systems [18]. However if the phonon frequencies are highin comparison with the electron hopping, the static distortion may become disadvantageousand the original symmetry may be recovered dynamically (\dynamic" Jahn-Teller e�ect).A primary and well known consequence of the dynamic mixing between electronic and vi-bronic degrees of freedom, is the renormalization of several electronic matrix elements by theso-called Ham reduction factor [19]. Apart from this suppression factor, other interestingproperties may arise when dynamical JT e�ect is important.For instance, in the context of superconductivity in fullerenes, it has been recently pro-posed [20] that the dynamical JT e�ect may be associated with an increase of the electronic



Introduction 7pairing interaction. In the speci�c case of charged fullerene molecules, the JT e�ect arisesmainly from coupling the partially occupied t1u orbitals with the Hg vibronic modes, eventhough for a realistic description one has to take into account other modes such as Ag[21, 22] and other orbitals, such as hu and t1g. Since the detailed physical model of C60is very complicated, in Ref. [23] a simpli�ed version was introduced, aimed at capturingthe essential physics of the problem. The model consists of a lattice of molecules, eachwith two (instead of three) degenerate orbitals coupled to a doubly-degenerate (instead of�ve{fold degenerate) vibronic mode. The hamiltonian of each molecule is now describedby a so-called E{e JT hamiltonian, which is the simplest case of dynamic JT e�ect [18]. Inspite of its simplicity, the lattice of E{e molecules exhibits rather striking and unexpectedfeatures [23, 24, 25]. In particular it was found that, besides the usual polaronic attraction,a new type of electron pair binding mechanism is present in the model.Besides the application to C60, the doubly degenerate Jahn-Teller model might providesome useful informations for other systems where the Jahn{Teller e�ect is expected to beimportant, such as compounds containing magnetic ions with un�lled d or f shells. Inthis case it is well known that the interplay between the Jahn{Teller e�ect and the strongelectronic correlations plays a very important role in determining both the structural andthe magnetic properties (Section 2.5). For a review mainly on transition metal compoundssee e.g. Ref. [18] and Ref. [26], and for rare earth compounds see Ref. [27]. A typicalexample where the doubly degenerate JT model could be relevant is a transition metalion, whose valence state is �ve{fold orbitally degenerate. In cubic symmetry, the crystal�eld splits the d-levels into a three{fold degenerate t2g level and a two{fold degenerate eg.Exactly for a tetrahedral distortion, the two{fold degenerate eg is the ground state.In this thesis we study the lattice of E{e molecules both in the weak and in the strongelectron{phonon coupling limit.We show that the orbital degeneracy induces an intersite pairing mechanism absent in thestandard non{degenerate polaronic model. This e�ect can lead to a superconducting ground



8 Introductionstate even if the Coulomb repulsion between electrons overcomes the polaronic attraction.The model is solved exactly for two particles both in the strong and in the weak electron{phonon coupling limit and it is shown that, even if the polaronic attraction is disregarded,two electrons in the vacuum, for D = 1 and 2, still bind with a binding energy proportionalto the e�ective hopping (the bare hopping reduced by the Ham factor). The presence ofsuch a zero{density bound state for two particles although in itself not relevant to the �nitedensity case suggests that, at low density and low dimensionality (D = 1; 2), superconduc-tivity is due to condensation of pre{existing pairs (dimers).In order to determine the phase diagram of the system also at �nite density we have an-alyzed the weak electron{phonon coupling limit of the model within a BCS mean �eldapproach. We found that the correlated hopping, induced by the Jahn{Teller coupling,favors the superconductivity [25]. This new pairing mechanism, which is absent in thenon{degenerate polaronic model, is not easily destroyed by a repulsive U , it is more e�ec-tive at low carrier density, and is apparently immune from the polaron mass increase withself{trapping, which depresses Tc in strongly coupled electron{phonon systems [23, 24, 25].Another interesting feature of this model in one dimension, at least at su�ciently strongelectron{phonon interaction, is the presence of a spin gap both in the superconducting re-gion and in the normal state which is obtained by increasing U [24, 28]. An open questionis whether this spin gap is preserved also in higher dimensions or if it is instead speci�cof 1D.Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{ChargeInteractionIn the last Chapter of my thesis I discuss another type of mechanism purely electronic, forthe superconducting instabilities in strongly correlated electronic systems. This is a highlychallenging issue after the discovery of high temperature cuprate superconductors. Severalmodels have been proposed in order to describe the essential physics of these systems and



Introduction 9in particular Hubbard{type models have been the subject of a large consideration in therecent past. It has soon become clear that superconductivity in purely electronic 1D and2D systems can be induced by direct (diagonal) interactions, as in the extended Hubbardmodel (with V > 0) or in the t� J model at su�ciently large J . This mechanism is ratherinsensitive to dimensionality and, although o� diagonal long range order cannot be achievedin one dimension, clear signals of a superconducting instability are present also in 1D mod-els [29, 30]. A serious drawback of this type of mechanism however is the presence of (atleast) another instability leading to either CDW's or phase separation, which occurs justnearby the superconducting region in systems with non{zero range interactions. A veryunlikely �ne{tuning of the parameters in the hamiltonian is needed to obtain supercon-ductivity without CDW's or phase separation [31]. The physical reason for the proximityof the two instabilities can be traced back to the essentially classical (density{density orspin{spin) character of the interaction which generates superconductivity. If this interac-tion becomes su�ciently strong, it overcomes the kinetic energy term and favors the statewhich minimizes the potential energy, giving rise to phase separation.A di�erent type of non{classical interaction leading to superconductivity without otherinstabilities [32] is the so called bond{charge interaction, which will be investigated inChapter 3.This term describes the modi�cation of the electron hopping by the presence of otherspectator electrons on the sites involved in the hopping process. The simplest hamiltonian,which describes the model, can be written as:H = �t X<rr0>X� �cyr�cr0� + h:c:�+ U Xr nr" nr#+  X<rr0>X� �cyr�cr0� + h:c:� (nr0�� + nr��) ;where the second term is the usual Hubbard repulsive interaction and the last term repre-sents the bond{charge interaction. In Chapter 3 we will consider an hamiltonian which isa little bit more general of that written above.All recently proposed integrable models of strongly correlated electrons, showing super-



10 Introductionconducting instabilities in the presence of repulsive interaction, contain as the essential partthe bond{charge interaction [33, 34]. For instance, the supersymmetric extended Hubbardmodel proposed by Essler, Korepin and Schoutens [33] (EKS{model) contains, in additionto the usual Hubbard term and nearest{neighbour density{density interactions, the bond{charge term as well as the spin{spin interaction and the pair{hopping term. Unfortunately,the symmetry conditions ensuring integrability, impose a strong restriction on the valuesof the coupling constants of the model and leave, besides the Hubbard coupling constantU , only a single free parameter in the theory. This severe restriction makes it di�cult todistinguish the contribution coming from the di�erent terms and to recognize the one whichis responsible for superconductivity.It's therefore of great interest to study the di�erent correlation mechanisms separately. Wewill focus our attention on the bond{charge interaction and on the role played by this termas a source of superconductivity.The bond{charge interaction, as a source of superconducting instabilities in high{Tc oxides,was �rst discussed by Hirsch and Marsiglio in a series of papers [35, 36, 37, 38]. These au-thors pointed out, using a standard BCS type mean{�eld approach, that the bond{chargeinteraction produces an e�ective attraction with a strong band{�lling dependence, whichis one of the challenging properties of the high{Tc superconducting materials.On the other hand, although at �rst sight this type of interaction seems arti�cial, it emergesrather naturally in the construction of a tight binding hamiltonian [39, 40, 41]. In the stan-dard case of Coulomb repulsion all model parameters in H are positive. This means that thecorrelation e�ect, produced by the bond{charge term, is more attractive in the limit of lowhole concentration (i.e. when the Fermi level is close to the top of the band). Moreover thebond{charge interaction can naturally be thought of as the result of a trace over additionaldegrees of freedom either electronic or of di�erent physical origin [24, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].For instance, in connection with the problem discussed in Chapter 2, the bond{chargehamiltonian can be obtained as an e�ective non{degenerate electronic hamiltonian for theE{e Jahn{Teller model by integrating out the degrees of freedom associated to the orbital



Introduction 11degeneracy (see Section 3.2). In such a case the sign in front of the bond{charge term isnegative ( < 0), which reects to a tendency to pairing electrons instead of holes.In Chapter 3 we will take such a bond{charge model as an e�ective electronic modelwithout entering in a discussion about the physical origin of the interaction. The emphasisof our investigation will be on the properties of these systems and on the resulting zerotemperature phase diagram both in one and two dimensions. In particular, we will show,by use of analytical as well as numerical techniques, that in a wide parameter region themodel has a superconducting ground state [47]. Superconductivity is robust to the presenceof local repulsion U due to the o� diagonal nature of the bond{charge interaction. Thecharacter of the Cooper pair changes with density, at �xed interaction strength, goingfrom real space dimers at low density to less strongly bound pairs largely overlapping whendensity is increased. The analysis of the model can be made fully quantitative in 1D becauseof the extremely powerful techniques available in one dimensional systems: bosonization,conformal �eld theory and weak coupling renormalization group which can be successfullysupplemented by numerical methods. The 1D phase diagram shows a transition, which isquantitatively characterized, as the repulsion U is decreased, between a Luttinger liquidand a strong coupling phase with diverging superconducting susceptibility. In 2D, thelow density part of the phase diagram can be obtained exactly, while overall numericaldiagonalizations at quarter �lling qualitatively support a mean �eld approximation. The2D phase diagram is qualitatively similar to the 1D case: a ground state with spin gap ando�-diagonal long range order at small positive U and a Fermi liquid with no sign of phaseseparation at larger U .
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1 Hubbard Model on the In�niteDimensional Diamond LatticeThe study of interacting fermionic lattice models in the limit of large spatial dimension hasbeen the subject of a rapidly growing attention in the recent past [1].In this Chapter, we present and study the in�nite dimensional limit of the Hubbard modelon a class of non-nested bipartite lattices which generalize the two-dimensional honeycomband the three-dimensional diamond lattice, and are characterized by a semi-metallic non-interacting density of states [11].The de�nition of the hyper{diamond lattice in D dimensions is presented in Section 1.1,where we provide also a mean �eld treatment of the problem.The essence of our approach to the D = 1 limit of this class of models is very similar tothose already appeared in the literature, and is discussed, for completeness, in Sections 1.2and 1.3. It su�ces here to say that a mapping into a self-consistent Anderson impurityproblem [7] allows us to calculate the local Green's function in a quite reliable way, by ei-ther a one-impurity Quantum Monte Carlo simulation or a surprisingly good perturbativeapproach.Single particle properties are straightforwardly obtained from the Green's function (Sec-tion 1.4).Finally in Section 1.5 we discuss the phase diagram of the model at half{�lling.13



14 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Lattice1.1 De�nitions and Mean-Field approximationThe hyper-diamond lattice in D dimensions can be de�ned as a bipartite lattice satisfyingthe following two conditions:� Each point in the lattice has D + 1 nearest neighbors at a distance a (which we takehereafter to set the unit of length, a = 1), belonging to the opposite sublattice.� Denoting by feigD the set of D + 1 unit vectors connecting a point of the lattice toits nearest neighbors, the angle between any two vectors ei and ej is a constant:ei � ej = �D 8i 6= j : (1.1)This de�nition reduces, for instance, to the honeycomb lattice for D = 2 (�2 = �12 =cos 120o). For D = 3 it coincides with the diamond lattice (�3 = �13 � cos 109o). We willshow that the constant �D is given, in any dimension, by �D = � 1D .Proof. (By induction). Suppose that f~eigD�1 is a set of D unit vectors in D � 1dimensions satisfying the condition (1.1). We will now construct the required set of vectorsfeigD in D dimensions as follows:ei = ( ~ei; �D) i = 1; 2; :::;D (1.2)eD+1 = (0; 0; 0; 0; � � � ; 0; 1)| {z }Dwhere the �rst D � 1 components of each vector ei (i = 1; 2; :::;D) coincide with thecorresponding components of ~ei scaled by a common factor , the last component beingequal to �D. Simple algebra shows that the condition (1.1) is veri�ed and the vectors eiare normalized to one, provided we require: = q1� �2D�D = �D�11� �D�1 : (1.3)



1.1. De�nitions and Mean-Field approximation 15It is now easy to verify, by direct substitution, that �D = � 1D is the only solution ofEq. (1.3) with initial condition �D=2 = cos 120o, which completes the proof.This proof provides also an iterative method to construct the set of vectors feigD in Ddimensions. One can even start from D = 1 where the hyper-diamond degenerates into:feigD=1 = fe1 = (1) ; e2 = (�1)g ; (1.4)and construct lattices of higher dimension using Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) (see Fig. 1.1).� u - 66QQQQQs�����+e1e2 e3 e1e2D = 1 D = 2=) =) ......u
Figure 1.1: Iterative method to construct the hyper{diamond lattices starting from D = 1.Note, in passing, that the vectors feigD become orthogonal as D !1.In D dimensions, the unitary cell is de�ned by the vectors:ai = eD+1 � ei i = 1; 2; :::;D (1.5)and the reciprocal basis vectors are de�ned by the relation ai � bj = 2��ij .The Hubbard hamiltonian on this class of bipartite lattices can be written as:H = �~t XR2A;eiX� [c+R;� cR+ei;� + h:c:] + U XR2ALB nR;" nR;# (1.6)



16 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Latticewhere R stands for a generic site of sublattice A, and ei indicates any of the D+ 1 vectorsconnecting a site in A to its nearest-neighbors in B. (nR;� = c+R;� cR;� is the numberoperator).In order to derive the density of states in the limit of large spatial dimension we have todiagonalize the Hubbard hamiltonian (1.6) for U = 0. We �rst revert from Wannier statesto Bloch waves: c+Ak;� = 1pN XR2A e�i k�Rc+R;� (1.7)c+Bk;� = 1pN XR2A e�i k�(R+d) � c+R+d;� ; (1.8)where N is the number of lattice cells, and d = eD+1. Using this transformation thehamiltonian becomes partially diagonal (A and B operators are still coupled) and reads:HU=0 = �t BZXk [Fk c+Ak;� cBk;� + F �k c+Bk;� cAk;� ] ; (1.9)where the sum over k runs over the �rst Brillouin zone, andFk = D+1Xj=1 e�i k�ej : (1.10)The diagonalization of HU=0 is then carried out by de�ning a new set of creation anddestruction operators: (n = 1; 2) nk;� = unk cAk;� + vnk cBk;� ; (1.11)where the coe�cients are subject to the canonicity restriction junkj2 + jvnkj2 = 1, andselected in such a way as to put HU=0 in the form:HU=0 = BZXk Xn;� Enk  +nk;�  nk;� : (1.12)The band energies Enk turn out to be given byEnk = �~t j Fk j ; (1.13)which, expressing the momentum as k =Pj kjbj , can be rewritten in the formjEnkj = ~t jFkj = ~t j1 + DXj=1 ei 2�kj j = pX2 + Y 2 kj 2 (0; 1) ; (1.14)



1.1. De�nitions and Mean-Field approximation 17X and Y being de�ned by X = ~t �1 + DXj=1 cos 2�kj� (1.15)Y = ~t DXj=1 sin 2�kj :The crucial step is now to apply the central limit theorem to Eq. (1.15). The probabilitydistributions for the variables X and Y become gaussians in the limit of large dimensionand are given by PX(X) = 1p� ~t2 D e� (X�~t)2~t2 D (1.16)PY (Y ) = 1p� ~t2 D e� Y 2~t2 D : (1.17)It is then clear that, in order to obtain a model having a non trivial limit for D ! 1,the parameter ~t in the kinetic energy must be scaled so as to make the variance of thedistributions PX and PY equal to a �nite non-vanishing constant t at D =1, i.e.~t = r 2D t : (1.18)Rewriting ~t in terms of t and sending D!1, we get that the limiting distributions for Xand Y actually coincide (PX = PY = P ),P (X) = 1p2� t2 e� X22 t2 ; (1.19)and the distribution for the energy (i.e. the density of states) becomes:�(E) = Z dX dY P (X) P (Y ) �(E �pX2 + Y 2) = jEjt2 e� E22 t2 : (1.20)Notice that the density of states goes to zero for E ! 0.A comparison between � in D = 2; 3 and in D =1 is shown in Fig. 1.2.We will now give a brief account of the mean-�eld treatment of the full Hubbard Hamil-tonian on the hyper{diamond lattice. The Hartree-Fock mean �eld theory can be obtainedby approximating the exact interaction operator in Eq. (1.6), as a bilinear form:Hint = U XR2ALBhnR;"i nR;# + nR;" hnR;#i ; (1.21)
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D=3Figure 1.2: Comparison between the non-interacting density of states for the honeycomb (D = 2) anddiamond (D = 3) lattices, and the D =1 result. t is a rescaled hopping parameter t = (2=D)�1=2~t.where the averages hnR;�i have to be determined self-consistently. To study a N�eel{typeof antiferromagnetic long-range order at half �lling, the choice hnR;�i = 12 + (�1)R � M2 ismade, where the notation (�1)R stands for +1 on sublattice A and �1 on B. It is easy todemonstrate that, within this approximation, the system has a gap � which is related toU by the equation:U Z 10 dE �(E) 1pE2 + �2 tanh(�2 pE2 + �2) = 1 ; (1.22)where � = 1T , and T is the temperature. The critical value Uc of the interaction Uwhich determines the transition between the paramagnetic-metallic phase (� = 0) and



1.2. Momentum independence of the Self Energy 19antiferromagnetic-insulating phase is therefore de�ned by:Uc Z 10 dE �(E) 1jEj tanh(�2 jEj) = 1 (1.23)which is easily calculated at T = 0, giving:Uct (T = 0) = 4p2 � � 1:596 : (1.24)When U is less than Uc, the system is paramagnetic and semimetallic (� = 0) while for Ularger than Uc the system becomes antiferromagnetic and insulating.In the next two sections we will give some technical details on the method used to studythe model.1.2 Momentum independence of the Self EnergyA crucial simpli�cation of the Hubbard model at D = 1 consists in the fact that theself-energy function � becomes site-diagonal, a property which can be proved using themethods of Ref. [48] with minor modi�cations due to the presence of phase-factors in theo�-diagonal Green's functions. More precisely, we will �rst consider the behavior of thenon-interacting Green's function Go��(i; j) for D ! 1, the symbol � (�) stands for thesublattice to which site i (j) belongs. The Green's function Go��(i; j) can be expressed interms of its Fourier transform by the relation:Go��(R = Ri �Rj 2 A; !) = ZBZ dDk(2�)Dei k�R Go��(k; !) (1.25)where Go�� are given by the relations:GoAA(k; !) = GoBB(k; !) = 12 [Go1(k; !) +Go2(k; !)] (1.26)GoAB(k; !) = ei �k 12 [Go1(k; !)�Go2(k; !)] (1.27)GoBA(k; !) = e�i �k 12 [Go1(k; !)� Go2(k; !)] (1.28)



20 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Latticewith: Goi (k; !) = 1i ! + � �Ei(k) ei �k = FkjFkj (1.29)and E1(k) = �t jFkj, E2(k) = t jFkj. We will �rst consider the component GoAA(R; !) ofthe Green's function. Due to the fact that GoAA(k; !) depends on k only through E(k), itis possible to incorporate the momentum integration in the function:vAAR (E) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D �(E �Ek) ei k�R ; (1.30)in terms of which Eq. (1.25) reads:GoAA = Z dE vAAR (E) GoAA(E; !) : (1.31)The behavior of vAAR can be analyzed by taking the Fourier transform with respect to E	R(s) = Z dE ei s E vAAR (E) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei (s E(k)+ k�R) : (1.32)Clearly, for R = 0, 	R(s) becomes the Fourier transform of the density of state �(E), whilefor any other value of R belonging to sublattice A, it vanishes like 1=D or faster in thelimit of in�nite dimension. In fact, when R is a nearest-neighbor (in A) of the lattice pointR = 0, 	R(s) can be rewritten as:	R=aj (s) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei s E(k) ei 2�kj= 1D ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei s E(k) DXj=1 ei 2�kj= 1D ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei s E(k) "pDp2t (X + iY )� 1# ; (1.33)where the variables X and Y have been introduced in Section 1.1, and t is the scaledhopping parameter. Introducing, in the limit of D ! 1, the gaussian distributions P (X)and P (Y ) in the integral, we can rewrite:	R=aj (s) = 1D Z +1�1 dX dY P (X)P (Y ) ei spX2+Y 2 "pDp2t (X + iY )� 1#� const O( 1D) ; (1.34)



1.2. Momentum independence of the Self Energy 21since the integral of the (X + iY ) term vanishes by parity.The main consequence of this result is that the Green's function GoAA(R; !) for D !1can be expressed as: GoAA(R; !) = �R;0GoAA(!) + O( 1D) : (1.35)It is important to note that the R 6= 0 terms in the Green's function GoAA(R; !) can turnout to be non negligible anywhere there is a sum over R because, in this case, factors of1=D can be compensated by the sum, giving a �nite result. (For instance, the inverse-Fourier transform of Eq. (1.35), which is the non-interacting Green's function GoAA(k; !) inmomentum space, depends on the momentum k).The previous demonstration can be repeated, with some little modi�cation, also forthe o�-diagonal component GoAB of the Green's function. In this case, GoAB depends ofthe momentum k through the energy E(k) and the phase-factor �k. The correspondingfunction vABR is then given by:vABR (E) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D �(E � Ek) ei (k�R+�k) (1.36)and its Fourier transform reads:	R(s) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei (sE(k)+k�R+ �k) : (1.37)The value of 	R(s) for a nearest-neighbor site, i.e., R = 0 (recall that R in our notation isthe cell variable), is given by:	R=0(s) = ZBZ dDk(2�)D ei s E(k) ei�k � const O( 1pD ) ; (1.38)where steps similar to the ones used to arrive at Eq. (1.34) have been made. In a similarway one can show that every non site-diagonal term in (GoAB; GoAB) vanishes at least as1=pD for D !1.Using the previous result, we can now analyze the locality property of the self-energy inD = 1. We will consider only the second order diagram in U , but the argument can be



22 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Latticeeasily generalized to all orders in U with a little e�ort. The second order contribution to theself energy is represented by the diagram in Fig. 1.3. The analytic expression associated�� ���-� ji ���Figure 1.3: Second{order contribution to the self energy ���(i; j).with this diagram is (the label � and � denote sublattice A or B):���(i; j)(�) = Go��(i; j)(�)Go��(i; j)(�)Go��(j; i)(�) = �ij ���(i; i)(�)+O( 1D3=2 ) (1.39)and the corresponding Fourier transform is given by:���(k; !) = XR2A Z d� ei!�e�i k�R ���(i; j)(�) = ���(!) +O( 1D1=2 ) : (1.40)A similar argument can be applied to any n-th order irreducible self-energy diagram. Inthis case, n� 2 internal lattice-site sums together with 2n� 1 internal Go-lines conspire tomake the formal leading correction to the momentum independence of order 1=pD, as inEq. (1.40). Thus the self-energy becomes local (i.e., momentum independent) for D = 1,a property which introduces a considerable simpli�cation in the theory.Note, �nally, that the independence of the momentum k is true only for an irreduciblediagram. To appreciate why this is so, consider, for instance, the reducible fourth-orderdiagram in Fig. 1.4. Formally, this diagram has 2n�2 = 2 internal site sums and 2n�1 = 7internal lines, exactly as a fourth order irreducible diagram. In this case, however, we canwrite the double sum over the internal vertex k and l in terms of lower order irreducibleself-energy diagrams as follows:[Reducible Diagram] = Xk;l �(2)(i; k)Go(k; l) �(2)(l; j) : (1.41)



1.3. Reduction to a local problem 23�� �� �� ���� � -��-i jlk�� ����Figure 1.4: Reducible fourth{order diagram.If we consider, in this sum, the term which corresponds to the labels k = i and l = j weobtain, for i 6= j, the contribution:[Term with k = i,l = j] = �(2)(i; i)Go(i; j) �(2)(j; j) � O( 1pD) ; (1.42)which is non-negligible when transformed back in momentum space.1.3 Reduction to a local problemStarting from the locality of �, the gist of the method consists in mapping the lattice prob-lem into a self-consistent Anderson impurity problem. The relevant equations describingthis mapping are formally identical to the ones reported in the literature for the hyper{cubicand the Bethe lattice [7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 49], and we report them here for completeness.The local Green's function is obtained from the solution of an Anderson impurity prob-lem, whose Dyson equation readsG��(!n) = [Go���1(!n) � ���(!n)]�1 ; (1.43)where �i�[Go] is the local self-energy corresponding to the given Go, Go being an auxiliarylocal Green's function which plays the role, formally, of a non-interacting Green's functionfor the local problem, but actually embodies correlation e�ects due to the surroundinglattice. The crucial requirement that �xes the choice of Go is that the resulting ���[Go] and



24 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond LatticeG�� coincide with the actual self-energy and local Green's function for the lattice problem.This requirement imposes the self-consistency conditionG��(!n) = Z 10 dE �(E) Z ���ZA� ZB� � E2 ; (1.44)where Z�� = i!n + �+ (�1)R�HS � ���(!n) : (1.45)(Here �� denotes sublattice B if � = A and viceversa). Eq. (1.44) is nothing but a disguisedform of the Dyson equation which relates G and � for the lattice problem. A derivation ofEqs. (1.43-1.45) is illustrated in Appendix A. (Notice that in the above equations we haveallowed for the presence of a staggered magnetic �eld HS which is useful to calculate thestaggered susceptibilty of the model). The only di�erence with the hypercubic case is thenon-interacting density of states �(E) appearing in Eq. (1.44) which is given in the presentcase by Eq. (1.20).Generally speaking, we are interested in two types of solutions of Eqs. (1.43-1.45): (a) Anonmagnetic solution in which G�� � G is independent of the sublattice and spin labels;(b) An antiferromagnetic solution in which GA" = GB# and GA# = GB" - a symmetrywhich has already been used in deriving Eqs. (1.44-1.45) - but GA" 6= GA#.The hard part of the task is to solve the local impurity problem, i.e., calculating G (or �)for an arbitrary Go. We have used two very well known approaches: (i) A single-impurityQuantum Monte Carlo simulation using the Hirsch-Fye algorithm at �nite temperature [50],which provides in principle an \exact" answer for G [8, 9, 10, 16]; (ii) Alternatively, a verysimple perturbative approach - known as Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT) [9, 10, 16] -which appears to give answers in good agreement with the QMC results, at least within thenonmagnetic phase at half-�lling. (See below). It consists in approximating ���[Go] withthe simple second-order diagram, where Go is used as a propagator, i.e., (denoting �� = ��)���(!n) = U hn���i + U2 1� X!B Go��(!n � !B)�(����)o (!B) ; (1.46)



1.4. Numerical results 25with �(����)o (!B) = 1� X!m Go���(!m)Go���(!m + !B) : (1.47)Here the �rst term, U hn���i, corresponds to the Hartree diagram and would lead, in absenceof any further correction, to the Mean Field approximation. It is crucial that Go - and notG or the non-interacting Green's function Go - is used in these expressions [16]. Theagreement with the QMC is quite poor, in fact, if G or Go are used, except for very small U(U=t � 1). Nor does it improve by including ladder and ring diagrams in a self-consistentconserving fashion, i.e., with G as a propagator [51]. Fig. 1.5 shows a comparison betweenthe QMC data (solid squares) and the perturbative results obtained using Eq. (1.46) (solidline) for the nonmagnetic imaginary time Green's function G(�) at � = 8 (U=t = 4 and 8),and for the AF solution GA"(�) in zero external �eld at � = 6:5 (U=t = 4). The agreementis surprisingly good even for U=t as large as 8 in the nonmagnetic case. It is, however, farless satisfactory if particle-hole symmetry is broken, as when a non-zero magnetization ispresent - see the inset of Fig. 1.5 - or out of half-�lling.1.4 Numerical resultsSingle-particle properties are straightforwardly obtained from the Green's function. Forinstance, the number of particles and the magnetization per site - n and M - are calculatedfor any given chemical potential � and staggered �eld HS , by usingn = 2 + X� GA�(� = 0+) ; (1.48)M = GA"(� = 0+) � GA#(� = 0+) : (1.49)Fig. 1.6 shows the spontaneous magnetization M(T ) in zero �eld - calculated from IPT -as a function of T for U=t = 4. (Solid squares). The N�eel temperature is readily obtainedby extrapolation of M(T ) close to the transition, TN=t � 0:18. The critical exponent � isclearly classical, � = 1=2. The results obtained using the QMC are qualitatively similar -including the value of � - but the actual value of TN is somewhat larger for this value of U .
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Figure 1.5: Comparison between the QMC (solid squares) and the perturbative (solid lines) resultsfor the nonmagnetic imaginary time local Green's function G(� ) at � = 8 (U=t = 4 and 8), and(inset) for the AF solution GA"(� ) at � = 6:5 (U=t = 4).This procedure, applied to the QMC data, is used to obtain the N�eel transition line shownin the phase-diagram of Fig. 1.9.Additional information can be obtained from the response functions. Two routes areavailable for this purpose: (1) We can calculate charge and spin susceptibilities by usingthe irreducible two-particle vertex parts, obtained from the one-impurity QMC simulation,in the full Bethe-Salpeter equation for the lattice problem, as done in Ref. [8]. (2) If oneis interested only in q = 0 properties, for instance in the compressibility @n=@� and thestaggered susceptibility �sp = @M=@HS, one has just to take the appropriate numerical
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Figure 1.6: The spontaneous magnetization (solid squares) as a function of T for U=t = 4. The datashown where obtained using the perturbative approach. The critical exponents coincide with themean-�eld Ginzburg-Landau value � = 1=2.derivatives of n and M . The latter is, up to now, the only viable method for calculatingsuch quantities within the perturbative approach, for lack of a reliable way of calculatingtwo-particle Green's functions. On the other hand this is not a very practical procedurewithin the Monte Carlo approach, since the data are plagued by statistical errors, whichmake the calculation of derivatives quite unreliable. (An exact enumeration algorithm wasused for this purpose in Refs. [10, 16]). Fig. 1.7 shows the staggered susceptibility �sp(T ) -calculated from IPT taking a numerical derivative of M with respect to HS - as a functionof T for U=t = 4. (Solid circles). A divergence occurs at TN , with a critical exponent 
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Figure 1.7: The staggered susceptibility as a function of T for U=t = 4. The data was obtain usingthe IPT approach. The critical exponents coincide with the mean-�eld Ginzburg-Landau value = 1.for �sp(T ) which agrees well with the Ginzburg-Landau MF prediction  = 1. (Again,qualitatively similar results are obtained using the QMC approach). Fig. 1.8 shows thebehavior of the compressibility for U=t = 4 and in the same range of temperature of Figs. 1.6and 1.7. Clearly, the compressibility drops very quickly below the N�eel temperature as onewould expect if a charge gap has been opened. Indeed, in a single particle picture, a gap� results in a compressibility of the form@n@� ����half-�lling � e��=2kBT ; (1.50)which well �ts our results as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.8. In a semi-metallic phase, on
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Figure 1.8: Compressibility @n=@� at half-�lling versus T for two values of U . For U=t = 4 thecompressibility shows the presence of a gap in the spectrum, due to the N�eel transition just belowT=t = 0:2, whereas for U=t = 2 the typical semi-metallic linear behavior in T is obtained, and thereis no AF phase transition.the contrary, the compressibility is expected to go linearly to zero as T ! 0 - @n=@� / T- a behavior which is indeed found for U=t = 2 and is illustrated by the solid circles inFig. 1.8. One interesting point to discuss, in this respect, is the possibility of a genuine semi-metal/insulator Mott transition, i.e., one which is not driven by the onset of the magneticlong range order . By studying the compressibility @n=@� at half-�lling as a function oftemperature, we see the opening of a gap below TN for all the U studied, although it isquite di�cult to perform such tests very close to Uc(T = 0). Within our very limitednumerical capability for studying �ne details, it seems clear that the antiferromagnet is



30 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Latticealso an insulator, as perhaps expected from the MF picture.1.5 Phase diagramThe (U; T ) phase-diagram at half-�lling, which summarizes our �ndings - is shown inFig. 1.9, and compared with that for the hyper-cubic case, shown in the inset. The valueof U where the AF phase becomes stable at T = 0 is now positive (Uc=t � 2:3), as ex-pected from HF and from the D = 2 results. The non magnetic phase is characterized bya semi-metallic behavior (e.g., a charge compressibility vanishing linearly with T ). The re-maining features of the phase-diagram have a precise counterpart in the hyper-cubic case,with an overall change of energy scale. In particular, within the non-magnetic (singlet)Hilbert space, the semi-metallic phase would again become unstable (at T = 0) against aMott-Hubbard insulating phase at a critical value of UMH=t � 8:5. Such a \would be"critical point continues for T > 0 as a crossover line schematically sketched by a dashedline in Fig. 1.9, exactly as in the hyper-cubic (or Bethe lattice) case.As anticipated, the N�eel transition line given by IPT is numerically di�erent from theactual QMC result. The solid circles and open squares in Fig. 1.10 show the values of TNobtained, respectively, from IPT and QMC. (The dashed and solid curves are meant to bea guide for the eye). Clearly, the N�eel temperature obtained from IPT is underestimatedfor U � 4. The reason for such a rather poor performance of IPT with respect to thesurprisingly good results for the nonmagnetic G(�) shown in Fig. 1.5 is probably due tothe fact that IPT loses accuracy as soon as particle-hole symmetry is broken. A particle-hole symmetry breaking is indeed implicit even in the nonmagnetic phase at half-�lling ifone calculates @n=@� or @M=@HS by the numerical derivative method described above: inthe �rst case we have to perform calculations for � slightly di�erent from the half-�llingvalue of U=2, in the second case a small staggered �eld HS has to be applied. As soonas particle-hole symmetry is broken the third order (in U) contribution to � is no longer
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Figure 1.9: (U; T ) phase diagram for the Hubbard model on the D = 1 hyper{diamond lattice athalf-�lling, compared to the hyper-cubic lattice case, schematically sketched in the inset. \NM SM"and \AF INS" stand, respectively, for \nonmagnetic semimetal" and \antiferromagnetic insulator".The critical value of U for the onset of antiferromagnetic long-range order is strictly positive inthe hyper-diamond case. UMH indicates the position of the \would be" critical point at whichthe nonmagnetic semimetal would become unstable to a Mott-Hubbard insulator in absence of AFlong-range order.



32 x 1. Hubbard Model on the In�nite Dimensional Diamond Latticeexactly zero, and - more generally - there is no reason to expect higher orders to be small.(In a way, what is really surprising is that IPT is so good for rather large values of U inthe particle-hole symmetric case [52]).
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Figure 1.10: Detail of the (U; T ) phase diagram for the Hubbard model on theD =1 hyper-diamondlattice at half-�lling, showing the N�eel transition line calculated using di�erent methods. The opensquares and solid circles represent the results for TN obtained, respectively, with the QMC and theperturbative approach. (The dashed and solid lines are just guides for the eye). The dot-dashedline shows the mean-�eld (Stoner) results for TN .At T = 0 we estimate Uc=t � 2:3 from QMC and Uc=t � 2:1 from IPT, whereas a MFtheory predicts (at D =1) a value U (MF )c =t = 1:596. Evidently, quantum uctuations arenot quite as e�ective as in D = 2 in pushing the Uc(T = 0) towards a higher value (in thatcase Uc=U (MF )c � 2, against � 1:5 here), but have not become ine�ective either. Moreover,



1.5. Phase diagram 33the disagreement between the MF (Stoner) theory prediction for the N�eel temperatureTN(U) (shown in Fig. 1.10 by the dot-dashed curve) and the actual QMC result (solidcurve) is more and more pronounced as U increases. In particular, the former has a large{U behavior which is qualitatively wrong - T (MF )N (U) / U - whereas the correct result isexpected to be proportional to the strength of the exchange coupling of a spin to the shellof nearest-neighbors, TN � DJD = 4D~t2=U / t2=U .Finally, a few comments on the much debated issue [9, 10, 16] of a Mott transition notdriven by AF long-range order are appropriate. If we ignore the possibility of the onset ofAF long range order by not looking at the corresponding response function (i.e. the staggeredsusceptibility, which happens to diverge below some TN , for U above some Uc), we keep�nding a nonmagnetic solution of our self-consistent equations (1.43)-(1.44) for the Green'sfunction which appear to be perfectly legitimate. The U=t = 8 result in Fig. 1.5 illustratessuch an occurrence. The one-particle Green's function is totally blind, in this respect, tothe magnetic transition. By insisting on a nonmagnetic solution, the system would sooneror later open up a gap, upon increase of U , by breaking the Fermi liquid: this is the Motttransition dealt with in Refs. [9, 10, 16]. For the model we are considering, we �nd thatthis happens (at T = 0) for Uc=t � 8:5. It is worth stressing, however, that for all thenearest-neighbor hopping bipartite lattices considered so far, such a nonmagnetic solutionis strictly unstable (at T = 0) in the region where the Mott transition would occur. Thegenuine T = 0 \Mott transition" is preempted by the magnetic instability, and its actualrelevance seems therefore con�ned, so far, to models where disorder inhibits AF long-rangeorder [17].
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2 Correlated Electrons in a Latticeof Jahn{Teller Molecules.In this Chapter we study a lattice of molecules described by an E{e type of Jahn{Tellerhamiltonian both in the weak and in the strong electron-phonon coupling regime.The Chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1 we introduce the model and discussthe properties of a single molecule. Section 2.2 is devoted to the derivation of an e�ectiveelectronic hamiltonian for a lattice of such Jahn{Teller molecules both in the weak and inthe strong coupling limit. In Section 2.3 we show that the solution for two electrons can becarried out exactly and the corresponding two{particle ground state can be represented asa dimer state. This interpretation leads, in both limits, to a common physical picture of thesystem at low density as a dilute gas of these pre{existing dimers. In Section 2.4, we analyzethe weak electron{phonon coupling limit of the model within a BCS mean �eld approach.Finally, in Section 2.5, we study the model in the strong on{site repulsion regime.2.1 The moleculeThe model we are going to discuss describes an array of molecules with two degenerateelectronic orbitals c1� and c2� (later referred to as \bands"), coupled to a two-dimensionalmolecular vibration (henceforth called phonon) with energy !0 (�h = 1). Each molecule is35



36 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.described by the so called E{e hamiltonian:Hmol = !02 �~r 2 + ~p 2�+ g!0~r � ~� ; (2.1)where ~r = (x; y) is the two-dimensional coordinate of the local phonon mode, and~� = 12 Xa;b=1;2 X�=";# cya�~�abcb� ; (2.2)being ~� the Pauli matrices.By introducing the two annihilation (and creation) operators associated to the phononmodes: a1(2) = 12 [(x� iy)� i (px � ipy)] ; (2.3)the E{e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian, de�ned in Eq. (2.1), can be rewritten, in a more suitableway, as: Hmol = !0 �ay1a1 + ay2a2�+ g!02 h�+ �a1 + ay2�+ �� �a2 + ay1�i ; (2.4)where �+ = �x + i�y and �� = �x � i�y.The hamiltonian (2.1) has to be compared with that describing single{band electronscoupled to a non{degenerate phononHmol = !02 �r2 + p2�+ g !0 r n ; (2.5)where r is the one-component phonon coordinate andn = X�=";#cy�c�is the local density of single band electrons. In what follows we will show that the additionaldegrees of freedom of (2.1) give rise to new interesting properties.In the absence of electron-phonon coupling, each molecular level of the Hamiltonian (2.1)with vibronic energy m!0 and n electrons is degenerate, with degeneracy(m+ 1)�0B@ 4n 1CA :



2.1. The molecule 37The binomial coe�cient counts the number of ways of distributing n fermions among 4levels (1 and 2, " and #). These states can be labeled for instance by the total spin S, itsz-component Sz , and by �z (which is half the di�erence between the number of electronsin orbital 1 and that one in orbital 2). The factor (m+1) is instead the degeneracy of eachvibrational state and corresponds to the possible values that the vibron angular momentumLz = xpy� ypx can assume (Lz = �m;�m+2; :::; m). When the electron-phonon couplingis switched on, this degeneracy is lifted. The total spin and its z-component are still goodquantum numbers, but now only the z-component of the total pseudo angular momentumJz = Lz + �z;commutes with the Hamiltonian [18]. Notice that for odd number of electrons �z is half{integer and, consequently, so is Jz . Due to the symmetry Jz ! �Jz , each state (also theground state) with odd number of electrons is at least four-fold degenerate (�Jz , S = �1=2).On the contrary for even number of electrons the starting degeneracy is split and the groundstate turns out to be an orbital, as well as a spin, singlet.At weak electron-phonon coupling g � 1 each multiplet is split by energy shifts of order!0 g2, but di�erent multiplets are still well separated by energy !0. If we are interestedin the behavior of the model at energies � !0, we can neglect all but the lowest multi-plet. Since this is adiabatically connected to the multiplet without excited vibrons (m = 0,Lz = 0), it can be labelled by the electronic quantum numbers only (S, Sz and �z). Thissuggests that it is possible to de�ne an e�ective Hamiltonian for this lowest multiplet whichacts only on the electronic degrees of freedom and is able to reproduce the energy shiftsinside the multiplet. This is just what we are going to do.A standard way to derive this Hamiltonian is via an ordinary perturbation theory in thesmall parameter g, which is best done using the alternative formulation (2.4). Neglectingretardation e�ects, which means that the lattice deformations has to follow instantaneouslythe electrons, the electron{phonon coupling leads to an indirect interaction between elec-



38 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.trons. The e�ective hamiltonian reads:HMOL = �!0 12g2(1� g22 )~� 2 � !0 38g4�2z ; (2.6)which is expected to give the correct answer up to order g4.It easy to verify that the molecular ground state with an odd number of electrons (n = 1; 3)is four{fold degenerate (Jz = �1=2; Sz = �1=2), and its ground state energy is, up toorder g4, En=1;3=!0 = �g2=4 + g4=32. On the other hand, for two electrons, the electron-phonon interaction splits the initial six{fold degenerate ground state state into a multipletwhose lowest member is a non{degenerate singlet ground state (Jz = 0; S = 0). Moreprecisely (in units of !0):E2(Jz = 0; S = 0) = �g2 + g4=2 ;E2(Jz = �1; S = 0) = �g2=2� g4=8 ;E2(Jz = 0; S = 1) = 0 : (2.7)The same results can be also obtain by means of an unitary transformation [25]. For acomprehensive review on unitary transformations in Jahn{Teller models see, for instance,Wagner in Ref. [53].In the strong coupling limit g � 1, the situation is quite di�erent. The ground state hasthe same quantum numbers as in the weak coupling limit, i.e. S = 1=2 and Jz = �1=2 forodd numbers of electrons, and S = 0 and Jz = 0 for even numbers. The lowest excitedstates have now the same spin but higher Jz (apart from the trivial case of 0 and 4 electrons,where there is no Jahn-Teller distortion), and they are separated from the ground state byan energy of the order !0J2z =g2.



2.2. Lattice of molecules 392.2 Lattice of moleculesLet us consider a lattice of E-e molecules coupled by the single particle hopping term:HHOP = �t X<r;r0>X� [ cy1;r;�c1;r0;� + cy2;r;�c2;r0;� ] : (2.8)Electron hopping between two neighboring molecules modi�es both their spin S and theirpseudo angular momentum Jz . Therefore it will mix the ground state con�gurations ofeach molecule with the excited states of the others. In the two following subsections wediscuss this problem both in the weak and in the strong electron{phonon coupling limit.2.2.1 Weak coupling limitIn the weak coupling limit g � 1, if moreover t g � !0, we can retain just the hoppingprocesses which mix the states in the lowest multiplet for each electron occupancy. Bymeans of a perturbation theory in g, we �nd:HHOP = �t0 X<r;r0>X� [ cy1;r;�c1;r0;� + g48 cy1;r;�c1;r0;� �n2;r;�� + n2;r0;�� � n1;r;�� � n1;r0;����g48 cy1;r;�c1;r0;�� �cy2;r;��c2;r;� + cy2;r0;��c2;r0;��+ (1$ 2) ] +H3 ; (2.9)where t0 = t (1� g2=8 + 3g4=64) is the e�ective hopping, and H3 is a three{body hoppingterm which is di�erent from zero only when one of the two sites involved in the hoppingprocess is occupied by three electrons (in the initial or in the �nal state):H3 = �t0 g44 X<r;r0>X� cy1;r;�c1;r0;� �n2;r0;� �n1;r0�� � n2;r0���+ n2;r;� (n1;r�� � n2;r��) �+ cy1;r;�c1;r0;�� hn1;r0;�cy2;r0;��c2;r0;� + n1;r;��cy2;r;��c2;r;� i+ (1$ 2) : (2.10)The H3 term is important in order to preserve the invariance of the model under a particle{hole transformation (ca;r;� ! (�1)rcya;r;�, a = 1; 2). However, if we suppose that theCoulomb repulsion is su�ciently strong, the large on{site occupancies (three or four elec-trons per site) are forbidden and the H3 term can be dropped. Therefore, in the following,



40 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.we will always forget this term.From Eq.(2.9) we see that the electron{phonon interaction modi�es the hopping amplitudeaccording to the occupation of the sites involved in the hopping process. In particular, ifwe restrict to the lowest{energy molecular states, the hopping amplitude from (or into) adoubly occupied site (Jz = S = 0) increases relatively to the hopping from a single occupiedsite (also in the molecular ground state) to an empty one. For instance the hopping processfrom a doubly occupied site to a nearest neighboring empty site, relative to that from asingly occupied site to an empty site is T2!0=T1!0 = (1 + g4=4)=p2 for small g (whileT2!0=T1!0 ! 1 at large g [23]).To summarize, for su�ciently small electron-phonon coupling g, the e�ective hopping hamil-tonian (2.9) plus the molecular term (2.6) describes a lattice of E{e molecules even in theinteresting weakly anti-adiabatic limit t � !0. In order to describe a more realistic system,we also include a generalized on{site interaction including Hund's rule exchange in the form:HON�SITE = U1 Xr;�;�0 n1;r;� n2;r;�0 � U2Xr ~S1;r � ~S2;r+ U32 Xr;� (n1;r;�n1;r;�� + n2;r;�n2;r;��) ; (2.11)where ~Sa is the spin operator of electrons a = 1; 2. U1, U2 and U3 is in fact the minimalset of parameters, describing the two{particle six{state three{level multiplet.In conclusion the total e�ective hamiltonian reads:HTOT = HHOP +HON�SITE +Xr HMOL(r) : (2.12)2.2.2 Strong coupling limitAt strong coupling the situation is more complicated. In fact the number of lowest excitedstates, characterized by higher Jz , with excitation energy � !0, grows like g for large g, andtherefore greatly exceed the analogous number in the weak coupling limit (which coincideswith the number of states in the lowest multiplet, i.e. six for two electrons). In order tosimplify the analysis the excitations into these higher-Jz states can be forbidden [23, 24].



2.2. Lattice of molecules 41This amounts to assume that the matrix elements due to the hopping processes which mixthese states with the molecular ground state con�gurations, are much smaller than theexcitation energies, that is t� !0g2 :In such limit of validity Ref.[23] introduced an e�ective hamiltonian with a single electroniclevel which guarantees that the doubly occupied site is always in a singlet state. The largeroccupancies were disregarded by imagining a strong on{site repulsion able to cancel thestrong polaronic binding energy (of order !0g2). The role of the quantum number Jz wasmimicked by an extra spin{1 degree of freedom associated to each site of the lattice: theallowed spin{1 states at each site depend on the electron occupancy. More precisely, anempty or doubly occupied site must have Sz = 0 (which corresponds to Jz = 0), whereas asite occupied by a single electron (either up or down) has an additional two{fold (orbital)degeneracy, represented by Sz = �1 (which corresponds to Jz = �1=2),nr = 0; 2 �! Szr = 0 ;nr = 1 �! Szr = �1 : (2.13)The e�ective hamiltonian Hg=1 is written as follows:Hg=1 = � t02 X<r;r0>X� (cyr;�cr0;�+h:c:) (S+r S�r0 +h:c:) + �U � 34!0g2�Xr nr;"nr;# ; (2.14)where t0 is the e�ective hopping (the original hopping t reduced by the Ham factor), theS�r 's are spin{1 ladder operators at each site, and the remaining notation is completelystandard. We have also included in the hamiltonian (2.14) an on{site Hubbard repulsionU , which is able, in principle, to overcome the polaronic contribution �3=4!0 g2.It is worth stressing that while Hg=1, and in particular the hopping term, conserves theconstraint in Eq. (2.13), the model is still highly non-trivial.In one dimension the e�ective hamiltonian (2.14) can be represented in a more suitableform, which involves only fermionic operators, without resorting to the introduction of anextra spin{1. This can be done by introducing two additional hard{core boson operators



42 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.d" and d# at each site of the lattice. Next, on each singly-occupied site we identify Sz = 1(Sz = �1) with the presence of the boson d" (d# respectively). On the other hand, doublyoccupied sites (Sz = 0) are represented with two bosons d"d#, while empty sites (Sz = 0)are characterized by no bosons at all. Using this mapping the constraint (2.13) assumesthe more convenient form: X� ndr;� = X� ncr;� ; (2.15)where ncr;� = cyr;�cr;� and ndr;� = dyr;�dr;�. The e�ective hamiltonian (2.14) can be rewritten,in this case, as: Hg=1 = �t0 X<r;r0>X�;�0 f cyr;�cr0;�dyr;�0dr0;�0 + h:c: g+ U � 34 !0 g22 Xr [ncr;"ncr;# + ndr;"ndr;# ] : (2.16)Up to this point the mapping is valid in any dimensions. In the 1D case, a Jordan{Wignertransformation, allows to transform the hard{core bosons dr;� into fermion operators. Insuch a case the resulting e�ective hamiltonian Hg=1 assumes a more symmetric form andthe SU(2)� SU(2) symmetry of the model becomes manifest.The main di�culty with these representations ((2.14) and (2.16)) is to implement thecondition that Jz is half an odd integer for a singly occupied site and integer otherwise; onehad to impose the constraint (2.13) (or the equivalent one given in Eq. (2.15) ) which, asusual in quantum mechanics, is very hard to deal with.In the weak electron{phonon coupling limit (g ! 0), by working in the lowest multipletfor each occupancy, the above condition is automatically satis�ed. Therefore one does notneed such a constraint, which permits to perform a more systematic analysis of the modelby analytical techniques without resorting to numerical methods.



2.3. The two{particle solution and the low{density limit 432.3 The two{particle solution and the low{density limitThe two{particle problem can be solved exactly both in the weak and in the strong electron{phonon coupling regime.2.3.1 Strong coupling limit, g !1A generic state in the two-particle Hilbert space with total z-component of the spinM zTOT =0 (for both the electron spin and the spin{1 states) can be written as:j	i =Xr;r0 h +�(r; r0)S+r S�r0 +  �+(r; r0)S�r S+r0 i cyr;"cyr0;# j0i ; (2.17)where the vacuum j0i is the state without fermions and with Szr = 0 at each site. In writingj	i we have taken into account the two possibilities of associating a Sz = �1 spin stateto the up and down electrons:  +� is the amplitude for having Sz = +1 associated to the"-electron (and Sz = �1 to the #-electron), while  �+ is the amplitude for other possiblechoice. The Schr�odinger equation for  +�(r; r0) is easily shown to beE +�(r; r0) = �t0 Xa [ +�(r+ a; r0) +  +�(r; r0+ a) ] + (U � 34!0g2) �r;r0  +�(r; r0)�t0 (Xa �r+a;r0) [ �+(r; r) +  �+(r0; r0) ] ; (2.18)where a denotes a nearest neighbor vector (a = �1 in 1D). A similar equation is obtainedfor  �+(r; r0) by just exchanging  �+ and  +� everywhere. The last term in Eq. (2.18) iscrucial to the whole story, and deserves a few comments. When the two electrons are farenough in the otherwise empty lattice, the hamiltonian Hg=1 simply allows the hopping toa nearest neighbor site of the \composite" object formed by an electron and the associatedspin{1 state (�rst term in Eq. (2.18)). Things are more subtle when two electrons come tothe same site r. In such a case, from a doubly occupied site with Szr = 0 one can reach,upon hopping, two possible �nal states: either each electron keeps its own spin{1 state orthe spin{1 states associated to the two electrons are exchanged. It is precisely this second



44 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.possibility of exchanging spin{1 states that is responsible for the presence of  � in theequation for  � and vice-versa (last term in Eq. (2.18)).The Schr�odinger equation (2.18) is easily solved in momentum space, where it reducesto a 2 � 2 matrix problem. The set of solutions, among which the ground state is found,satis�es the equation 1LD Xk 1E � �k � �P�k = 2E + U � 34!0g2 ; (2.19)where E is the energy eigenvalue, P is the total momentum and �k is the tight-bindingdispersion of the free-electron problem (�k = �2t0PDj=1 cos kj).2.3.2 Weak coupling limit, g ! 0Now we are going to solve the two{particle problem in the weak electron{phonon couplingregime.In close analogy to the previous case, a generic state for two particles, with total Jz = 0,has the form: j	i =Xr;r0 h �(r; r0) cy1;r;"cy2;r0;# +  �(r; r0) cy2;r;"cy1;r0;# i j0i ; (2.20)where j0i is the state without electrons.Also in this case the two{particle problem is easily solved in the momentum space. Theeigenvalue equation for the energy E reads:1LD Xk 1E � �k � �P�k = 1 + 12g412Eg4+ U1 + 34U2 � 12!0g2 + 716!0g4 : (2.21)2.3.3 Two{particle bound state and the low{density limitBoth equations (2.19) and (2.21) can be rewritten in the unique following form:1LD Xk 1E � �k � �P�k = 2r(g)2E [2r(g)2� 1] + US ; (2.22)



2.3. The two{particle solution and the low{density limit 45where r(g), the ratio between the hopping from a doubly occupied site (Jz = S = 0) to anempty site and the hopping from a singly occupied site to an empty one, is given by:r(g) = 8><>: 1p2 �1 + g44 � ; g ! 0 ;1 ; g !1 ;and US is the on{site repulsion relatively to a singlet state:US = 8><>: U1 + 34U2 � 12!0g2 + 716!0g4 ; g ! 0 ;U � 34!0g2 ; g !1 :In the ordinary Hubbard case, the right hand side of Eq. (2.22) would simply read 1=U [54].A simple analysis shows that equation (2.22) admits a bound state solution, both in oneand two dimensions, as soon as r(g) > 1=p2, i.e. for g > 0, even in presence of a repulsiveon{site interaction US , up to: U cS = 4D h 2 r(g)2� 1 i t0 ; (2.23)where D is the space dimensionality. Notice that this bound state, for 0 < US < U cS , isa peculiar feature of the degenerate model and it is absent for the non{degenerate ver-sion (2.5). Remarkably, the attraction responsible for this binding is generated by a kineticprocess via the presence of additional degrees of freedom. On the other hand, in D � 3 a�nite attractive US is needed to produce a bound state.The bound state solution can be worked out analytically in 1D. For general values of thetotal momentum P and for US � U cS , the ground state energy is given byEP = US [2r(g)2� 1]� 2r(g)2qU2S + 8 (1 + cosP ) t02 [4r(g)2� 1]4r(g)2� 1 (2.24)and the corresponding ground state wave-function, for P = 0, is: � =  � / he��jr�r0j � const: �r;r0i ; (2.25)with � = � log US +qU2S + 16 t02 [4r(g)2� 1]4 t0 [4r(g)2� 1] : (2.26)



46 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.At larger values of US , no bound state is present and the energy spectrum is continuous inthe in�nite lattice. The two{particle solution cannot be generalized to an arbitrary numberof particles by Bethe Ansatz because the corresponding scattering matrix does not satisfythe Yang{Baxter relations.The wavefunction Eq. (2.25) naturally provides a picture of bound pairs approximatelylocalized on adjacent lattice sites, thereby forming dimers. This is a consequence of thekinetic origin of the paring mechanism which delocalizes the pair on neighboring sites. Thesame feature is also present in two dimensions where a even more e�cient delocalization ofthe electron pair, due to the larger coordination of the 2D lattice, allows a larger value ofthe critical on{site repulsion U cS .This interpretation of the two{particle ground state in terms of a dimer state leads to asimple picture, at least for US < U cS , of the low density limit of the system, both in one andtwo dimensions: The system behaves as a weakly interacting, dilute gas of dimers. Thesedimers follow boson statistics and may be thought of as bosons with an extended core. Inorder to characterize these composite particles, we can estimate their e�ective mass fromour two{particle calculation. In fact, Eq. (2.24) can be interpreted as the \single dimerdispersion relation" which, at small momentum P gives EP � E0 + te�(g)P 2 withte�(g) = t0 r(g)2q(US4t0 )2 + 4r(g)2� 1 : (2.27)The e�ective mass has a smooth dependence on US varying between p4r(g)2�1r(g)2 at US = 0and 2 at US = U cS . Dilute dimers seem therefore rather mobile and then a superuid groundstate must be expected at zero temperature. In one dimension, of course, o�{diagonal longrange order cannot occur and only a long range power law decay of the dimer density matrixis possible, while in two dimensions a genuine Bose condensate will form. In terms of theoriginal electrons this implies a standard strong coupling BCS superconducting ground statewith localized Cooper pairs. A similar scenario has also been proposed in the frameworkof the one dimensional t � J model where bound pairs are formed at low density [30] and



2.3. The two{particle solution and the low{density limit 472 < J=t < 2:95. In that case, however, the model is unstable to phase separation, which infact occurs massively at larger values of J=t.In order to check whether the superuid dimer picture is correct and if our model isfree of such an instability at low density, we have carried out a numerical investigationof the four{particle problem, at US = 0 and g ! 1, by exact diagonalization of Hg=1(Eq. (2.14)) in lattices up to 24 sites. The results for the ground state energy and for thedensity{density correlation function are reported in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Size scaling of the ground state energy of the hamiltonian in Eq. (2.14) withUS = 0 and four electrons. �E = EL(4)�2E1(2) where EL(N) is the ground state energyof N electrons in a L-site ring in units of t0. The full circle is the exact result for twohard-core bosons in the in�nite lattice with te�(g =1) = t0=p3.



48 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the density-density correlation function for four electrons in a L = 20-sitering at US = 0 and g !1.The �nite size scaling of the energy of four electrons clearly shows that the limitingvalue is just twice the pair energy EP (g = 1) = �8 t0=p3 with 1=L2 corrections, asexpected from the free \hard core boson" representation of the dimers. The same pictureis con�rmed by the repulsive nature of the pair correlation function: The four electrons aresharply localized in two pairs placed at the maximum separation (antiperiodic boundaryconditions are imposed in our computation). The origin of this repulsion is purely kineticand is also reproduced by the ground state wavefunction of two hard core bosons in onedimension  (R) / j sin (�R=L)j. This suggests that the leading size dependence of theground state energy is given by the hard core boson result with the appropriate e�ective



2.4. BCS-Mean Field Solution in the weak electron{phonon coupling regime 49dispersion te�(g = 1) = t0 �3 + (U=4t)2��1=2. This scenario would give the asymptoticresult L2(E � 2E0)! 2�2 te�(g =1) marked with a full circle in Fig. 2.1. The numericalresults for �nite chains are clearly compatible with this estimate, suggesting that the hardcore boson picture holds at low density and US < U cS .2.4 BCS-Mean Field Solution in the weak electron{phononcoupling regimeIn the previous section we have discussed the physics of the low density limit in one andtwo dimensions. Here the situation is rather clear. A phase transition occurs at US = U cSbetween a superconductor and a normal metal.A natural question is whether and how this transition survives also at �nite density. A BCSmean �eld theory can be very useful in order to clarify this aspect of the problem. However,in the strong electron{phonon regime, the constraint (2.13) makes the BCS approach hardto treat. On the opposite hand, for g ! 0, the constraint is not present at all. In such asituation the BCS theory can be implemented in a successful way.In this section we study the instability to superconductivity of our model, in the weakelectron{phonon coupling limit, within the BCS mean �eld theory and we provide an ana-lytical determination of the phase boundary between the superconducting and the normalstate.In Sections 2.2 we have shown how the lattice of E-e molecules can be mapped in theweak coupling limit (g � 1 and tg � !0) onto the model with the Hamiltonian (2.12)where only electronic degrees of freedom appear.The BCS wave function we use to minimize the energy of hamiltonian (2.12) isj�0i =Yk � uk + vkp2 �cy1k"cy2�k# + cy2�k"cy1k#�� j0i :



50 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.The interaction between the Cooper pairs is given by:Vkk0 = U1 + 34U2 � 12!0g2 + 716!0g4 � t0g4 DXj=1 �cos(kj) + cos(k0j)� ; (2.28)where k= (k1; k2; :::; kD) is the relative momentum of the pair. The BCS equations are:�k = � 1LD Xk0 Vkk0 �k02Ek0 ;Ek = q(�k � �)2 + �2k ;�k = �2t0 DXj=1 cos(kj) ;n = 1� 1LD Xk ��k � �Ek � ;being n the electron density and � the chemical potential. The form of the BCS equationsimplies that the gap �k depends on the wavevector k only through the free particle dis-persion �k and this dependence is linear. Therefore �k can be parametrized by the twounknowns � and �: �k = � [1 + � DXj=1 cos(kj)] (2.29)and the BCS set of equations reduce to a set of coupled equations for �, � and the chemicalpotential � which must be solved numerically. However, the critical line between the su-perconducting and the normal state can be obtained analytically by looking for a vanishingsolution: �! 0. In the analysis of this limit of the BCS equations it is important to keepalso the subleading term in � � 2 t0=� + O( 1log�) in order to get the correct asymptoticresult. In this way it is possible to obtain, for arbitrary dimension, a closed expression forthe critical value: U c1 + 34U c2 = 12!0g2 � 716!0g4 � g4� +O(g6): (2.30)The �rst two terms on the right hand side represent a negative pairing energy, originatingfrom a gain of zero{point energy upon pairing. The last term is the correlated hoppingcontribution g4�, which provides an additional pairing mechanism for n < 1 (in fact, inthis case, � < 0). This new superconducting attraction, being intersite, is favored by alarge coordination number. We recall that this term is originated by the degeneracy of the



2.5. The E-e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian in the strong on site repulsion limit 51electronic band and vibronic modes and has no equivalent in a standard non degeneratepolaronic model.In order to have a complete characterization of the phase diagram of the model, in the nextsection, we analyze the system in the large on{site repulsion limit.2.5 The E-e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian in the strong on siterepulsion limitThe strong on{site repulsion limit of the hamiltonian (2.14), which describes the E{e modelfor g ! 1, has been investigated by Santoro et al. [28]. In this section we focus our at-tention on the strong on{site repulsion limit of E{e model in the weak electron{phononcoupling regime.First of all we consider the n = 1 case (i.e. one electron for site). The constraint that twoelectrons should not be allowed to simultaneously occupy the same site leads, in such a sit-uation, to the condition that the ground state of the system should belong to the subspaceof states which have exactly one electron per site.Before deriving the e�ective spin hamiltonian in the case of orbital degeneracy we reviewbriey the same problem in the non{degenerate situation.In the case of a single electron in a non{degenerate level the exchange interaction is de-terminate by the gain in energy due to virtual transition of an electron to a neighboringsite. An antiparallel orientation of the spins is seen to be preferred from the energy stand-point, in fact hops of electrons with the same spin orientation are forbidden by the Pauliprinciple. It turns out that the e�ective exchange Hamiltonian is of the Heisenberg form:HHeis = 2t2U P<r;r0> ~Sr � ~S0r where < r; r0 > indicates nearest neighbors sites.In the presence of a degeneracy of the orbital associated to a single atom or molecule,the physical behavior of the system signi�cantly changes. Antiferromagnetism in the non{degenerate case was a consequence of the Pauli principle, but if each atom has a twofold{



52 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.degenerate orbital then the restrictions imposed by the Pauli principle are weaker. In sucha situation the ground state of the e�ective hamiltonian may be more complicated than asimple Heisenberg state.Let us consider the hamiltonian (2.12), which describes a lattice of Jahn{Teller moleculesin the weak electron{phonon coupling regime. We are going to consider, at n = 1, the limitwhere the couplings U1, U2 and U3 are very large compare to the hopping amplitude t0 butvery small with respect to the phonon excitation energy !0.Practically the derivation of the e�ective hamiltonian follows the same approach used inthe derivation of the Heisenberg model from the Hubbard model at half �lling for U � t.By lifting the initial degeneracy (4N{fold here) in second{order perturbation theory, andintroducing the total spin operator S = S1 + S2 (the subscripts 1 and 2 designate the twodi�erent orbital at each atom) and the pseudo{spin � , de�ned by Eq. (2.2), we �nd thefollowing e�ective hamiltonian:He�S� = 12 (JS � JT + 2J�1) X<r;r0> ~Sr � ~Sr0 + 12 (3JT � JS) X<r;r0> ~�r � ~�r0+ (JS � J�1) X<r;r0> � zr � zr0 + 2 (JT + JS) X<r;r0> ~Sr � ~Sr0 ~�r � ~�r0+ 4 (J�1 � JS) X<r;r0> ~Sr � ~Sr0 � zr � zr0 ; (2.31)where: JS = 2 t02U1 + 34U2 � 12g2!0 + 716g4!0 (1 + 12g4) ;JT = 2 t02U1 � 14U2 + 12g2!0 � g416!0 ; (2.32)J�1 = 2 t02U3 � 316g4!0 (1� 14g4) :JS , JT and J�1 are the three super{exchange couplings corresponding to the di�erentpossible states of a virtually doubly{occupied site. More precisely: JS is related to anintermediate doubly{occupied level with S = Jz = 0, JT to a virtual state with S = 1 andJz = 0 and, �nally, J�1 to a level with S = 0 and Jz = �1.Notice that in the strong electron{phonon coupling limit, g ! 1, only the singlet doubly



2.5. The E-e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian in the strong on site repulsion limit 53occupied state can be involved in the virtual hopping process, leading to an e�ective hamil-tonian of the form (2.31) with JT = J�1 = 0.The hamiltonian (2.31) is clearly isotropic in the spin variables S, while an anisotropy ispresent for the terms containing the pseudo spin � . This leads to an invariance of the modelunder a global SU(2)� U(1) symmetry. However for special choices of the coupling con-stants, further symmetries can appear. For instance when JS = J�1 the symmetry groupis SU(2)� SU(2). Moreover when JS = JT = J�1 the model is SU(4) invariant and is aparticular case of a wide class of SU(N) invariant models solved by Sutherland [55]. Thisparticular point corresponds to the situation where the levels of the two{electron multipletbecome degenerate.Another interesting limit is represented by the point JT = J�1 = 0, which we have seen todescribe the E{e model in the strong electron{phonon regime. In this case the symmetrygroup is again SU(4) [28, 56].Notice that the absence of terms of the form S� from (2.31) corresponds to the absence ofa spin{orbit interaction.Usually, in real systems, the exchange interaction J�1 is small compared to JT and JS ,due to the fact that the Coulomb repulsion is stronger for electrons which occupy the sameorbital. Therefore, in the following, we neglect, in the hamiltonian (2.31), the terms pro-portional to J�1 .An approximate phase diagram for the hamiltonian of Eq. (2.31) can be obtained by us-ing mean �eld techniques. In particular we consider a Hartree{Fock factorization of theterms, in hamiltonian (2.31), which couple the spin and the pseudo spin degrees of freedom.Then by substituting the corresponding average values, < SS > and < �� >, we �nd twoe�ective hamiltonians, one for the spins S and one for the pseudo spin variables � . Thecorresponding mean �eld solution looks like di�erent for JS smaller or larger than JT . IfJS < JT the ground state is characterized by a ferromagnetic order in the spin variables andan antiferromagnetic order in the pseudo spin variables. On the other hand, for JS > JT ,the ground state associated to the spin degrees of freedom becomes a N�eel like state.



54 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.However, particularly in one dimension, a large value of the singlet coupling JS may favoura valence bond ground state ( which is characterized by a gap in the excitation spectrum)respect to the Heisenberg solution [28]. A simple variational calculation in 1D shows thata valence bond state of the form:j	V Bi = j	(S)VBi � j	(�)V Bij	(S)V Bi = Yr even 12 h (cy1;r;"cy1;r+1;#� cy1;r;#cy1;r+1;") + (1, 2) ij	(�)V Bi = Yr even 12X� h cy1;r;�cy2;r+1;� � cy2;r;�cy1;r+1;� iwins, for JS > 1317JT , over the mean �eld solution proposed before.The resulting phase diagram, in one dimension, is shown in Fig 2.3.
024
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Figure 2.3: Phase diagram for the e�ective hamiltonian (2.31) in 1D for J�1 = 0. The solidline represents the trajectory followed by the model, increasing g.



2.5. The E-e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian in the strong on site repulsion limit 55As soon as g is su�ciently large a spin (and pseudo spin) gap comes out in the excitationspectrum energy of the model. In higher dimension the competition between the Heisenbergstate and the valence bond state is more delicate and an accurate numerical analysis of themodel would be necessary in order to clarify this point.Away from n = 1, the e�ective hamiltonian contains, besides the spin (and pseudospin)dependent contribution, a kinetic term, which transfers one electron from a singly-occupiedsite to an empty one:He� = P0 24�t0 Xa=1;2 X<r;r0>;� cya;r;�ca;r0;�35P0 +He�S� ; (2.33)being P0 the projection onto the subspace containing no doubly occupied sites at all.If we assume that the polaronic attraction and the correlated hopping e�ect are so strongthat the singlet state S = Jz = 0, for two electrons, is much more favored than the otherlevels, then one can consider JT = J�1 = 0. In such a situation, for the one dimensionalversion of the model, it has been shown in Ref. [24] that the spectrum of He� has a gapboth in the spin and in the pseudo spin sector at all densities and the ground state for thesqueezed spin chain is again a kind of valence bond state.



56 x 2. Correlated Electrons in a Lattice of Jahn{Teller Molecules.



3 Superconducting Ground Statein a Model with Bond{Charge In-teractionIn this Chapter we study an Hubbard{type model with bond{charge interaction and onsite repulsion U .In Sections 3.1 we introduce the model and discuss its symmetry properties.In Section 3.2 and 3.3 we solve the two{particle problem. This exact solution shows thepresence of a bound state, both in one and two dimensions, for an Hubbard repulsionU smaller than a critical value Uc. At low density superconductivity follows from thecondensation of these preformed pairs (dimers).In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we calculate the one dimensional correlation exponents both in thezero density limit, starting from the two and four particle solution, and at quarter �lling,for several values of the parameters, by a �nite{size scaling analysis.Section 3.6 is dedicated to the BCS solution of the model in any dimension.Finally Section 3.7 is devoted to the discussion of the phase diagram, both in one and intwo dimensions.
57



58 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interaction3.1 The model and its symmetriesThe hamiltonian we are going to analyze is that of a Hubbard model with correlated hoppingand reads:H = � X<rr0>X� (cyr�cr0� + h:c:) [t �  (nr0�� + nr��) + � nr0�� nr�� ]+U Xr nr" nr# : (3.1)The interaction term includes the on{site Coulomb repulsion U and the bond{charge in-teractions  and �, which describe an enhanced hopping amplitude for particles in dou-bly occupied sites. The number operator for electrons of spin � on a site r is denotedby nr� = cyr�cr�.The model described by the hamiltonian (3.1) contains the model proposed by Hirschand Marsiglio in the particular case of � = 0 [35, 36, 37, 38]. Also a model of the someform was obtained in Ref. [45] as e�ective one band model resulting from tracing out thedegrees of freedom associated to the oxygen electronic band in cuprates.Exact solutions for special choices of the parameters have been recently obtained in similar1D models [33, 34, 57, 58].The hamiltonian (3.1) has the usual SU(2) spin symmetry (the total spin is conserved)and the U(1) charge symmetry (due to conservation of the charge) but also other additionalsymmetries can be found for particular values of the coupling constants.Under a \particle{hole" transformation of the form ~cr;� = cyr;�(�1)r (where we have sup-posed that the model is de�ned on a bipartite lattice) the parameters of the hamiltonian(3.1) change as: ~t = t� 2 + � ;~ = � + � ;~� = � ; (3.2)the symbol ~ indicates transformed parameters or operators. From relations (3.2) one



3.1. The model and its symmetries 59concludes that the hamiltonian (3.1) retains the same form under this symmetry only intwo cases: for � = 2, which include the Hubbard limit ( = � = 0), and for  = t and� = 0.A new symmetry transformation, which requires to allow  6= 0 and � 6= 0 is:~cr;� = (1� 2nr;��) cr;� : (3.3)It is equivalent to change the phase of cyr"cyr#j0 > by a factor �1. Under this transformationthe parameters t,  and � must change according to the following relations:~t = t ;~ = � + 2t ;~� = � + 4(t� ) : (3.4)When  = t the transformation (3.3) becomes a symmetry of the model and the numberof doubly occupied sites is conserved. An enlarged symmetry occur when  = t and � = 0,where the model possesses an additional SU(2) symmetry, with generators:�� =Xr cyr"cyr# ; �+ = (��)y ; �z = 12Xr (1� nr) : (3.5)In this case an exact solution can be provided. More precisely, the exact ground{state wavefunction and energy, at half �lling and in arbitrary dimension, has been found by Vollhardtin Ref. [57], while in one dimension the model has been solved exactly, for arbitrary �lling,by Arrachea and Aligia in Ref. [58]. Note that the above generators are just those ofpseudospin corresponding to hidden SU(2) symmetry of the ordinary Hubbard model.Another particular point is for � = 2 = 2t. Also in this case an additional SU(2) symmetryis found, with generators:�� =Xr (�1)rcyr"cyr# ; �+ = (��)y ; �z = 12Xr (1� nr) : (3.6)In the following sections we mainly focus our attention on two simple parameter choices:i) � = 0, i.e. keeping only terms with at most four fermion operators, and ii) � = 2 =t



60 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionwhere the interaction acquires a particular symmetrical form and can be easily interpretedas a tight binding model with a density dependent hopping amplitude:t ! t (1 � t nr��) (1 � t nr0 ��) : (3.7)3.2 The two{particle problemWe �rst address the problem of few particles in vacuum by reviewing the exact solu-tion of two-body problem in arbitrary dimension which was investigated by Marsiglio andHirsch [59].Let us consider two electrons: In this case the � term in the hamiltonian is ine�ective andcan be dropped. A generic state in the Hilbert space with total z-component of the spinequal zero, can be written as: j	i = Xr;r0  (r; r0) cyr" cyr0# j0i ; (3.8)where the vacuum j0i is the state without electrons.The Schr�odinger equation is easily solved in momentum space where the wavefunction ofthe singlet spectrum has the form: k = A + BE � �k � �P�k ; (3.9)P is the total momentum of the state, �k is the tight-binding dispersion of the free-electronproblem (�k = �2tPDj=1 coskj) and the two constants A and B are related to the value ofthe wavefunction at r� r0 = 0 ( (0) ) and at nearest neighbors ( (�1) ):A = t 1pLD  (0) ;B = 1pLD ��U �Et � (0) + 2 [ (1) +  (�1)]� :By imposing the self{consistency condition, we obtain the eigenvalue equation for the energyE in arbitrary spatial dimension:1LD Xk 1E � �k � �P�k = ( � t)2E  ( � 2 t) + U t2 : (3.10)



3.2. The two{particle problem 61Remarkably this eigenvalue equation is identical to that of the Jahn{Teller model (Eq. (2.22),which we have studied in Section 2.3) by relating the parameters of the two models throughthe following equation:  = h1�p2 r(g)i t0 : (3.11)and by identifying t0 with t. This surprising result is a consequence of the fact that acomplete and rigorous mapping between the two models can be established in the case oftwo particles, including all states. In order to construct this mapping, the �rst step is toconnect the two Hilbert spaces, associated to the bond{charge model and the E{e modelrespectively, through a one to one correspondence. The main di�culty in order to do thatis related to the di�erent dimensions of the two Hilbert spaces. In fact the two{particleHilbert space, with total z{component of the spin equal zero, for a non degenerate purelyelectronic model, HBC , has a dimension given by L2, where L is the size of the lattice. Onthe other hand, the dimension of the two{particle Hilbert space, with total z{componentof the spin and pseudospin equal zero, for a lattice of Jahn{Teller molecules is given by2�L2 in the weak electron-phonon coupling limit and by 2�L2�L in the strong couplingregime (the factor 2 is a consequence of the orbital degeneracy). However the ground stateof the E{e Jahn{Teller hamiltonians (2.12,2.14) belongs to the sub{space of singlet states(respect to the pseudo spin variables), and this sub{space, HE�eSING, is closed respect to theaction of the hamiltonians (2.12,2.14). This suggest considering the mapping only betweenthe sub{space of singlet states, HE�eSING, and the full Hilbert space, HBC , associated to thebond{charge model. The one to one correspondence, which realizes the equivalence betweenthe two models, is given by:1p2 �cyr;1;"cyr0;2;# + cyr;2;"cyr0;1;#� j0i () cyr" cyr0# j0i ; (3.12)in the weak electron{phonon coupling limit, and by:1p2 �S+r S�r0 + S�r S+r0� cyr;"cyr0;# j0i () cyr" cyr0# j0i ; (3.13)at strong coupling.It is matter of algebra to verify that the matrix elements of the bond{charge hamilto-



62 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionnian (3.1) and the E{e Jahn{Teller hamiltonians (2.12,2.14) coincide when the parameters and g satisfy the relation (3.11).It is worth mentioning that the mapping between the two models cannot be extended be-yond the two{particle case. In fact the orbital degeneracy present in the E{e hamiltonianincreases considerably the dimension of the Hilbert space associated to the system respectto a non{degenerate model. For instance, in a lattice of L sites with four electrons, thedimension of the sub{space of singlet states, HE�eSING, associated to the E{e model reads:D(HE�eSING) = �2 +O� 1L�� D(HBC) ; (3.14)being D(HBC) the dimension of the hilbert space in the non degenerate case. It is thereforeclear that a mapping between the two Hilbert spaces, HE�eSING and HBC , is impossible formore than two electrons.As a consequence of the mapping (3.12,3.13), the results obtained in Section 2.3, for thetwo{particle problem, can be transferred to the context of the bond{charge model. It turnsout that Eq. (3.10) has a bound state for  < 0 both in one and two dimensions, at everyvalue of the total momentum P and even for repulsive U > 0, up toUc = 4D �t � 2� (3.15)for D � 2. So, a �nite, positive U > Uc is needed in order to destroy the bound pair.Remarkably, the rather strong attraction responsible for this binding is generated by thebond{charge interaction alone. The binding mechanism involves a gain in kinetic energywhen two particles are at nearest neighbor distance. This interpretation is supported by theform of the wavefunction which is peaked not just on site but also at the nearest neighbors,while decreasing exponentially elsewhere. The critical Uc increases in going from one to twodimensions because of the enhanced e�ciency of the bond{charge interaction which growswhen the number of nearest neighbors increases. The absolute ground state is always inthe P = 0 sector and the presence of a bound state for any total momentum P is easilyinterpreted as describing a coherent motion of the bound pair. At larger values of U double



3.3. Two, three and four particle bound state in D = 1 63occupancies are suppressed inhibiting the mechanism leading to binding: The pair breaksand the low energy spectrum is continuous.3.3 Two, three and four particle bound state in D = 1For two particles, in D = 1, the analytical solution of the eigenvalue equation (3.10) canbe worked out immediately using the mapping (3.11,3.12, 3.13) and the results obtained inSection 2.3 (Eqs. (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26)): the ground state energy, in the thermodynamiclimit, is given byEb(P ) = U( � 2t)� ( � t)2pU2 + 8 (1 + cosP )(t2 � 4t+ 22)t2 � 4t+ 22 (3.16)and the corresponding bound pair wavefunction reads: (r� r0) =  (0) �(1� t ) e�� jr�r0j + t �r;r0� (3.17)for total momentum P = 0. Here, the size of the pair 1=� is a function of the parameters and U and diverges along the critical line (3.15):� = � log " t4 U + pU2 + 16 (t2 � 4t+ 22)t2 � 4t+ 22 # : (3.18)As previously discussed, an attraction between pairs in vacuum may lead either to super-conductivity or to phase separation according to the form of the residual interaction oncethe pair is formed. The best way to investigate the sign of this residual interaction is viaa direct calculation of the ground state energy of a system of three and four particles.Contrary to the case of two particles, this problem cannot be solved exactly, even in onedimension, and we will resort to a perturbative treatment in the limit U ! �1 wherethe pair is strongly bound on site. These perturbative results will be later con�rmed by anumerical calculation for four particles at U = 0 in D = 1.Let us consider �rst the three{particle problem at � = 0. The negative U Hubbard modelis known, from the Bethe ansatz solution, to show no three{particle bound state, due to



64 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionthe saturation of the attractive interaction when a pair is placed on the same site. Thebond{charge interaction deeply modi�es this scenario leading to a three{particle boundstate, at least for large, negative U .Let us consider three electrons in the subspace of total momentum P = 0. The genericwave function can be written as:j	i = Xr;r0;r00  (r; r0; r00) cyr" cyr0# cyr00" j0i : (3.19)The Schr�odinger equation, in k{space is easily shown to be	(�p; k + p;�k) = A(k)�A(p) + B(k) �B(p)E � �k � �p � �k+p (3.20)where: A(k) = t 1LXp 	(�p; k+ p;�k) ;B(k) = �U t �E + �k� A(k)� t 1LXp (�p + �k+p) 	(�p; k+ p;�k) :For large, negative U , the perturbative expansion of Eq. (3.20) gives the ground stateenergy:E = U � 2t 1 + (1� 2t )22(1� 2t ) + 1U h12 t2 (1� t )4(1� 2t )2 � 4 t2 (1� t )4(1� 2t )4i+O� 1U2� : (3.21)The corresponding wavefunction represents a three-body bound state:	(r; r0; r00) = 12st �t � 1�h�r0;r00 sign(r0 � r) e��jr0�rj � �r0;r sign(r0 � r00) e��jr0�r00ji+O( 1U ) ;where � = log(1 � 2t ). The form of the ground state energy (3.21) suggests that, whenattraction is weakened, the three{particle bound state becomes unstable against breakinginto one dimer and one free particle. The critical value U (3)c for this transition can beestimated by our strong coupling expansion as:U (3)c = �2 t �1� t �2 10(t )2 � 14t + 5(1� 2t )3 (3.22)which is shown in Fig. 3.1 as a function of the parameter . The problem is now to



3.3. Two, three and four particle bound state in D = 1 65
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Figure 3.1: Zero temperature phase diagram for three particles. Notation as in the text.understand whether the bound state survives for more than three particles leading to phaseseparation or not. In order to investigate this question, we consider the four{electronproblem, again in the limit of large, negative U . On general grounds, the perturbativeexpansion in 1=U of the ground state energy has the form:E(4) = 2U + �U + O� 1U2� ; (3.23)where � is the eigenvalue of the e�ective hamiltonian of the model for U ! �1, He� =1U P2H2 P2. P2 is the projection operator on the Hilbert space with double occupancies.The possible formation of a four{particle bound state crucially depends on the sign of �.By writing the corresponding Schr�odinger equation it is easy to obtain a self{consistent



66 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionequation for �: 1LXk 1 + cos(k)1� �8 (�t)2 + cos(k) = 0 ; (3.24)whose solution can be found analytically in 1D:� = 8 ( � t)2  2� �22L2! : (3.25)By use of this result, the binding energy of the four particle system �E = E(4)� 2E(2)can be explicitly evaluated to order 1=U :�E = E(4)� 2E(2) = ( � t)2jU j 4 �2L2 +O� 1U2� : (3.26)Note that the binding energy is positive and vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. This pro-vides a strong indication for the absence of bound states involving more than two particlesand suggests that the model, in the low density regime, behaves as a dilute gas of dimerswhich are characterized by a weak repulsive residual interaction. These composite particlesare characterized by their e�ective mass which can be evaluated through the momentumdependence of the two{particle ground state energy Eb(P ) (3.16). At large negative U and(small) total momentum P , Eb(P ) can be expanded as [60] E(P ) = E0+ teff P 2 where thedimer hopping amplitude is teff = �2 (� t)2=U . This result is entirely compatible with apicture of dimers behaving as a gas of hard core bosons with e�ective hopping amplitudeteff . In fact, the representation in terms of free hard core bosons would imply a zero pointkinetic energy teff 2�2=L2 which agrees with the four particle perturbative result (3.26) viathe de�nition of teff . This fact gives con�dence on the picture of the low density regimeas a dimer gas and allows to extend the de�nition of the e�ective hopping amplitude fordimers by use of Eq. (3.16) at arbitrary U < Uc:teff = 2 (t� )2pU2 + 16 (t2 � 4  t + 22) : (3.27)In order to provide a check on expression (3.27) and to con�rm the superuid dimer picture,we can solve the four{particle problem at U = 0 by exact diagonalization of the hamiltonian(3.1). The zero point kinetic energy of the four particles �E is numerically evaluated in



3.3. Two, three and four particle bound state in D = 1 671D rings as: �E = E(4; L)� 2E(2;1) = 2 �2L2 teff : (3.28)The �nite size scaling of the numerical results is shown in Fig. 3.2 for two di�erent valuesof  and � = 2=t. It proves that �E is positive and vanishes in the thermodynamic limit(i.e. the four particles do not form a bound state). Moreover, the asymptotic behavior of�E as L ! 1 agrees with the theoretical value obtained via Eq. (3.27), also shown in�gure. In conclusion we can state that the model is stable against phase separation. The

Figure 3.2: Size scaling of the ground state energy of the hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1) withU = 0 and four electrons for two di�erent value of parameter . �E = E(4; L)� 2E(2;1)where E(N;L) is the ground state energy of N electrons in a L-site ring in units of t. Thefull circle is the theoretical value for two hard-core bosons in the in�nite lattice with teffgiven by equation (3.27).



68 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionsystem behaves as a dilute gas of dimers, which follow boson statistics and can be treated ashard core particles. Therefore it is quite plausible that, at least at low density, the groundstate is a superconductor via Bose condensation of pre{existing pairs. This result is ratherrobust against the presence of Hubbard repulsion U and a remarkably large value of U > 0is needed to break these pairs. Of course in 1D the quantum uctuations prevent actualBose condensation and only a ground state with power law superconductive correlationsand diverging susceptibility is expected.Notice that this physical picture of the ground state of the bond{charge model as adilute gas of dimers is quite similar to that given for the E{e Jahn{Teller model in thelow density limit (see Section 2.3). Therefore, although an exact mapping between thebond{charge model and the E{e model can be carried out only for the two{particle case,the superconducting properties of the two systems, at low density, coincide.On the opposite hand the properties of the normal state in the bond{charge model and in theE{e Jahn{Teller model are signi�cantly di�erent. In fact for the bond{charge hamiltonianan ordinary Luttinger liquid without spin gap is present above Uc (see next section fora more detailed discussion about this point) while in the E{e hamiltonian, at least for gsu�ciently large, the spin (and also the pseudo spin) degrees of freedom are gapped andonly the charge degrees of freedom remain gapless (see Section 2.5).3.4 Correlation exponents in 1D: Zero{density limitIn this section we focus on the 1D model where considerable progress in the understandingof the physical properties of the system can be gained by use of the powerful theoreticaltechniques of conformal �eld theory [61]. In particular, we will show how the exact solutionfor two and four particles previously discussed, can be used to evaluate analytically thecorrelation exponents in the zero density limit. Then, we will evaluate the critical exponentsfor several choices of the parameters at quarter �lling by a �nite size scaling analysis.



3.4. Correlation exponents in 1D: Zero{density limit 69The behavior of the model at low density appears to be markedly di�erent for U smalleror larger than its critical value Uc (3.15). In the former case, the analysis of the two{particle problem shows that a spin gap is present in the excitation spectrum of the model,and thus we expect that the spin{spin correlations decay exponentially. On the other hand,the charge excitation spectrum is expected to remain gapless, as shown by the absence offour{particle bound states. In this case, the model should fall in the universality class ofthe Luther{Emery model [62] and its correlation exponents are expressed in terms of theunique parameter K� [63]. This exponent can be related to the compressibility of the modelusing the Haldane{Schulz equation: L@2E@N2 = �2 u�K� ; (3.29)where u� is the charge velocity of the system, which is associated to the long wavelengthcharge excitations: Ek � u�k. In particular, the long distance behavior of the chargecorrelations at 2 kF is C�(r) � cos(2kFr)=rK� while the s{wave superconductive correlationsdecay as �(r) � r�1=K�. The Luther Emery model is characterized by a central chargec = 1 which is related to the leading �nite size corrections of the ground state energy:EL = e1 � c � u�6L2 : (3.30)In the other regime, for U > Uc (3.15), the bound state is not present anymore and boththe spin and charge excitations are gapless, at least away from half �lling, where Umklappprocesses are absent. This can be also checked by going to the U ! 1 limit where thebond{charge model maps into a standard t � J model with J = 4(t � )2=U . The t � Jmodel at small J is known to be a Luttinger Liquid [30] whose correlation exponents areagain parametrized by K� (3.29). In this case, all the correlation functions of the model arecharacterized by a power law behavior: Both the spin and charge correlations at 2kF decayas r�1�K� while the charge correlations at 4kF fall as r�4K� . Also the Luttinger Liquid ischaracterized by a central charge c = 1, but, in this case, the presence of long wavelengthgapless spin excitations modi�es Eq. (3.30) into:EL = e1 � c � (u� + u�)6L2 ; (3.31)



70 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactionwhere u� is the spin velocity.This �eld theoretical formalism allows for the analytical evaluation of the correlationexponents of our model in the zero density limit, where use can be made of the exact resultsobtained for few particles in a �nite system. The key assumption, explicitly veri�ed in theHubbard model where Bethe Ansatz solution is also available, is that the zero density limitof the physical properties of the model is correctly reproduced by �xing the total numberN of particles in the system at a given lattice size L and then taking the L ! 1 limit.Following this procedure, the ground state energy of two and four particles at U < Uc canbe written as: E = EbN2 + �224 teffN3L2 � �26 teff NL2 + O(L�3) ; (3.32)here use has been made of Eqs. (3.16, 3.28). The charge velocity can be obtained by the1=L expansion of the energy of a pair at total momentum P = 2�=L, which, via Eq. (3.27),is: u� = �NL teff : (3.33)Equations (3.29), (3.32) and (3.33) give the zero density limit of the K� exponent at allU < Uc (3.15): K� = 2 independent of U coinciding with the negative U Hubbard modelresult. Also the central charge c of the system can be calculated by use of Eqs. (3.32, 3.33,3.30). The resulting value for c is c = 1, which provides a consistency test of the methodused. Therefore we can conclude that the system is in the Luther Emery regime with aspin gap and diverging superconductive susceptibility. Remarkably, the critical exponentsassociated with the charge degrees of freedom are identical with those of a hard core bosongas, as expected from the physical picture of a dilute dimer gas.At U > Uc, the one and two particle solution is su�cient to give the exact scaling of theenergy and charge velocity as L!1:E = �4t + �23 tN3L2 � �23 t NL2 +O(L�3) ; (3.34)u� = 2�NL t : (3.35)



3.5. D = 1 at �nite density 71These expressions give K� = 1=2 and central charge c = 1 showing that the system is inthe Luttinger liquid regime with correlation exponents identical to those of the U ! 1repulsive Hubbard model.To summarize, the bond{charge model is characterized by two di�erent phases in thelow density limit: a Luttinger liquid regime for U > Uc with both charge{density waveand spin{density wave long range correlations at 2kF ; a Luther{Emery phase dominatedby superconductive uctuations is instead present at U < Uc.3.5 D = 1 at �nite densityIn order to understand whether the transition found at Uc for low density persists also at�nite density n, we can make use of the weak coupling Renormalization group method [62]which is known to give the correct scaling and the exact critical exponents to leading orderin the interaction parameters U=t and =t. In this case we set � = 0 so that the resultinghamiltonian is quartic in fermion operators. The model is �rst linearized around the twoFermi points giving rise to a general, spin isotropic, g{ology model with coupling constantsg1; ::g4 functions of the two physical parameters U=t and =t. The Renormalization Groupequations are then integrated and the weak coupling phase diagram is obtained [64]. Thecorrect result can be also obtained by noticing that, linearizing both interactions aroundthe Fermi points, we get an e�ective Hubbard model with coupling constant Ueff = U +8 cos(�n=2). In the Hubbard model, the phase boundary between the Luttinger Liquidand the Luther Emery phase (with long range superconductive correlations) is known tobe at Ueff = 0 leading to the weak coupling result:Uc(n) = �8 cos(�n=2) + O(2) (3.36)and the correlation exponents can be read{o� the known Hubbard results [61]:K� = 1 � U + 8 cos(�n=2)4� t sin(�n=2) + O(U2; 2) : (3.37)



72 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge InteractionIn order to go beyond a perturbative determination of the phase diagram, we have analyzedthe properties of the model at quarter �lling where an accurate �nite size scaling canbe done. We have studied in detail the case � = 2 =t. A �rst qualitative hint on theexistence of the transition comes from the analysis of the symmetries of the ground statewhen boundary conditions corresponding to \open shells" in the non interacting regimeare chosen. In this case, the interaction is responsible for the splitting of the singlet{triplet degeneracy of the free fermion limit, and in fact two di�erent symmetries are found,according to the choices of the parameters. If  is negative and U is su�ciently small,the ground state is always a singlet belonging to the totally symmetric sector, as expectedfrom the picture of a Bose condensate of s{wave Cooper pairs. Instead, by increasing U ,a level crossing is observed and the ground state is a triplet, odd under reections. Thissort of \Hund rule" has been already observed in the repulsive Hubbard model for �llingscorresponding to \open shell" conditions [65]. We can tentatively associate the occurrenceof the transition to the choice of parameters corresponding to this level crossing. Lanczosdiagonalizations have been performed for 1D lattices of 8; 12 and 16 sites with periodic(8 and 16) or antiperiodic (12) boundary conditions in order to achieve the \open shell"condition. The size scaling of the spin gap, i.e. the di�erence between the lowest spinsinglet state and the lowest triplet state, is shown in Fig. 3.3 together with a parabolicextrapolation to the thermodynamic limit. The data strongly suggest that the gap remains�nite in all the cases where the ground state is a singlet (full symbols) while if the groundstate is a triplet (open symbols) the gap is seen to scale to zero in the thermodynamiclimit. Similar conclusions can be drawn by the inspection of the density and magneticstructure factors. Two typical examples are shown in Fig. 3.4 for 8 electrons in 16 siteswith antiperiodic boundary conditions and  = �0:5 t. The U = 0 case is characterized by asmooth magnetic structure factor, while the density correlations have a cusp at wavevector2 kF . This suggests that the spin degrees of freedom are gapped while charges are gaplessand their correlations behave as at the Luther{Emery �xed point. This has to be contrastedwith the behavior shown at U = 8 where also spin structure factor shows a cusp at 2 kF
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Figure 3.3: Size scaling of the spin gap from Lanczos diagonalization in 1D at quarter�lling. Boundary conditions correspond to open shells. Parameters are in units of t. Fullsquares scale to a �nite spin gap. Open squares scale to zero gap.while the singularity of charge correlations is considerably reduced. The shape of thesecorrelation functions is quite similar to that of the Hubbard model [66] where both spinand charge degrees of freedom are gapless and the model scales to the Luttinger �xed point.In order to be fully quantitative in the determination of the properties of the model, usecan be made of the �eld theoretical expression (3.29) relating the correlation exponent K�to easily computable quantities, like compressibility and charge velocity. The numerical
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Figure 3.4: Density and spin structure factors for two parameter choices in 1D at quarter�lling.evaluation of these quantities in a �nite system can be straightforwardly obtained by:@2E@N2 = E(N + 2) � 2E(N) + E(N � 2)4 ;u� = L2� �E �P = 2�L ��E (P = 0)� : (3.38)Computations have been performed at quarter �lling by use of \closed shell" boundaryconditions (i.e. periodic for 12 sites and antiperiodic for 8 and 16 sites). In Figs. 3.5and 3.6, we present the size scaling for the compressibility and the charge velocity fordi�erent values of U and  obtained via Eq. (3.38) and a parabolic extrapolation to thethermodynamic limit. The resulting K� is shown in the Tables 3.1 and 3.2 where we have
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Figure 3.5: Size scaling of the compressibility in D = 1 at quarter �lling for di�erentparameter choices of (; U) (in units of t): (0,4) (open triangles); (0,8) (open squares); (-0.1,0) (full triangles); (-0.1,4) (open hexagons); (-0.1,8) (open circles); (-0.5,0) (full squares);(-0.5,4) (skeletal triangles); (-0.5,8) (crosses); (-0.8,0) (full hexagons); (-0.8,4) (full circles);(-0.8,8) (asterisks). The points at L = 1 are obtained by a parabolic extrapolation of theLanczos data.distinguished between parameters corresponding to a K� < 1 (Luttinger Liquid, Table3.1) and K� > 1 (Luther Emery, Table 3.2). For U = 0 the system is always in the (quasi)superconducting region in agreement with the expectations, but superconductivity gets lessand less robust for density approaching half �lling.3.6 Mean Field SolutionThe Hubbard model with correlated hopping was studied within BCS Mean Field approxi-mation in 2 and 3 dimensions by Hirsch and Marsiglio [35, 36, 37, 38]. In order to compare
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Figure 3.6: Size scaling of the charge velocity. Symbols as in Fig. 3.5.Mean Field Theory with numerical diagonalization data, we briey review the BCS equa-tions for this model in arbitrary dimension for the choice � = 0 in Eq. (3.1). We also derivea closed expression for the critical value UBCSc which separates the superconducting groundstate and the Luttinger (or Fermi) metal.The interaction between Cooper pairs that arises from hamiltonian Eq.(3.1) is given bythe e�ective potential: Vkk0 = U + 4  DXj=1 �cos(kj) + cos(k0j)� : (3.39)For  < 0, Vkk0 at the Fermi level becomes less and less negative as particles are added. Sowe expect that superconductivity in this model, is favored at low density.



3.6. Mean Field Solution 77 U K�0 4 0:710 8 0:62�0:1 4 0:75�0:1 8 0:64�0:5 4 0:98�0:5 8 0:78�0:8 8 0:93Table 3.1: Luttinger �xed point exponents. U K��0:1 0 1:07�0:5 0 1:58�0:8 0 1:78�0:8 4 1:27Table 3.2: Luther-Emery �xed point exponents.The BCS equations are: �k = � 1LD Xk0 Vkk0 �k02Ek0 ;Ek = q(~�k � �)2 +�2k ;~�k = �2t (1� t n) DXj=1 cos(kj) ;n = 1� 1LD Xk ~�k � �Ek : (3.40)These equations coincide, with the identi�cation (3.11) andU $ U1 + 34U2 � 12!0g2 + 716!0g4



78 x 3. Superconducting Ground State in a Model with Bond{Charge Interactiont $ t0  1� g44 n! ;to the BCS equations obtained in Section 2.4 for the E{e Jahn{Teller hamiltonian in theweak coupling regime. This indicates that the superconducting phase of the two modelsis not only qualitatively but also quantitatively similar, moreover this equivalence is notrestricted to the low density limit.By following the same approach given in Section 2.4, it is easy to obtain an analyticalexpression for the critical line between the superconducting and the normal state:UBCSc (n) = 4�t�  n + 2 2(t�  n)2 Z dDk(2�)D j~�k � �j ; (3.41)which coincides with the exact low density result (3.15) in the limit n ! 0. In fact, theBCS variational procedure becomes exact for two particles. Moreover, at weak couplingonly the �rst term in (3.41) survives and the exact Renormalization Group result (3.36) iscorrectly reproduced. Notice that in BCS approximation the critical U does not vanish athalf �lling but tends to a �nite limit which, in 1D, is Uc(n) = 82=�(t�). The model (3.1)and its Mean Field phase boundary (3.41) are de�ned in arbitrary dimension D and havea smooth limit for D!1 provided both the hopping and the bond charge interaction arerescaled as t! t�=(2D)1=2 and  ! �=(2D)1=2 [1]. Due to the simple form of the densityof states in the D !1 limit, Eq. (3.41) can be analytically evaluated as:Uc(n) = 2���t� �2 � �(1� n)(t� � �n)� + 4�2(t� � �n) e�(��=t)2=2p2� ; (3.42)where the chemical potential �� is related to the density byn = 1� erf ����tp2� : (3.43)In Fig. 3.7 we show how the BCS phase boundary is modi�ed when the dimensionality Dgrows from 1, 2, 3 to1. In particular, we notice that the critical U at zero density increasesas pD and, at D = 1, the critical line has a singularity at n = 0. As D increases, thesuperconducting region is pushed to lower densities but tends to a �nite limit in the wholedensity axes up to n = 1.
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Figure 3.7: Mean Field phase boundary between a superconducting (SC) and a normal (NP)phase in BCS approximation for D=1 (dotted line), D=2 (dashed line), D=3 (dot-dash line)and D =1 (continuous line).3.7 Phase diagramIn Fig. 3.8 we show the 1D zero temperature phase diagram in the (U; n) plane resultingfrom the combination of the various techniques reported before, for � = 0 and two di�erentvalues of parameter . The solid line shows the phase boundary in Mean Field approxima-tion, as obtained in the previous section. Its zero density limit is an exact result. Symbolsrepresent numerical results at quarter �lling obtained by �nite size scaling of Lanczos di-agonalizations. In particular, full circles correspond to the Luther Emery phase while opencircles represent the Luttinger Liquid. The numerical data shown in these �gures are quite
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Figure 3.8: 1D phase diagram of the model 3.1 at zero temperature, for � = 0 and twochoices of  < 0. The continuous line is the BCS result separating a Luther Emery region(LE) form a Luttinger Liquid regimes (LL). The full square is the exact zero density limit.Circles are Lanczos results. Open symbols correspond to the Luttinger Liquid. Full circlesto the Luther Emery phase.



3.7. Phase diagram 81consistent with the Mean Field estimate of the critical line, giving con�dence to the BCSvariational procedure for this class of systems.The 2D model can be studied both within Mean Field Theory and by Lanczos diagonal-izations. The critical line in BCS approximation has been obtained in the previous sectionand is shown in Fig. 3.9 for � = 0 and two choices of . Again we remark that the zerodensity limit is an exact result and coincides with what has been found via the two{particleanalysis. Mean Field Theory predicts a non{zero critical Uc also at half �lling. The su-perconducting region, below the critical line, has a spin gap and true (o�{diagonal) longrange order, while above the critical line the model is in a Fermi Liquid regime. In orderto test this Mean Field phase diagram, we have carried out Lanczos diagonalizations alsoin the 2D model. In this case, however, a �nite size scaling of the results is not possible,due to the exceedingly large Hilbert space dimensions and our analysis is limited to a 4� 4lattice. The results of the numerical analysis at quarter �lling are shown in the same �gureby full circles if the system turns out to be in the superconducting region and by open dotsif it is a Fermi liquid. The method we have used for extracting this information from thediagonalization data is quite similar to the one adopted in one dimension. The 4� 4 latticewith 8 electrons, zero magnetization and periodic boundary conditions is 16 times degen-erate in the non interacting case (U =  = 0). However, interactions split this degeneracyfavoring some of the zero momentum states: The positive U Hubbard model has a singletground state with d{wave symmetry [67] while a BCS superconducting state is expected tohave s{wave symmetry. Therefore, a level crossing between these two (spatial) symmetrieswould suggest a change in the physical nature of the ground state, i.e. the crossing of thephase boundary between a Fermi liquid and a superconductor. Other, more conventional,methods for investigating the properties of the state, like the study of the spin gap or theanalysis of the correlation functions, are strongly a�ected by the limitations in the latticesize and require a careful size scaling in order to give reliable results.The symmetry based analysis lead us to the identi�cation of the phases of the model fordi�erent choices of the parameters. The results, shown in Fig. 3.9 compare rather favor-
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Figure 3.9: 2D phase diagram. Notation as in Fig. 3.8. Here the two phases represent asuperconductor (SC) and a Fermi liquid (FL).



3.7. Phase diagram 83ably with the BCS variational predictions, supporting the existence of a phase transitionbetween a superconducting and a Fermi liquid phase in the 2D model at �nite density.The character of the superconductive phase will probably change smoothly with increasingdensity, going from a dimer gas at low density to a regime of weakly bound Cooper pairs,similar to the usual BCS picture.
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ConclusionsIn this thesis we have considered and studied some models of strongly correlated electronsystems, whose interest has been revived in condensed matter since the discovery of hightemperature cuprate and fulleride superconductors.In the �rst Chapter we have proposed and studied the in�nite dimensional limit of the re-pulsive Hubbard model on a class of non{nested bipartite lattices which generalize the two{dimensional honeycomb and three{dimensional diamond lattice, and are characterized bya semi-metallic non-interacting density of states. As for the hyper{cubic case, the problemreduces to a single{impurity Anderson model supplemented by a self{consistency condition.Using Monte Carlo simulations and second{order perturbation theory we have determinedthe complete phase diagram of the model at half{�lling. It shows a non-magnetic semi-metallic region and an antiferromagnetic insulating phase with a critical value of U for thetransition at T = 0 which is strictly positive, Uc=t � 2:3, in contrast with the hypercubiclattice, where antiferromagnetic order sets in at Uc = 0. The Mott{Hubbard transition,which we have found at UMH=t � 8:5, is not a true ground{state phase transition, butjust a transition occurring within the paramagnetic solution continued to a region of thephase diagram where it becomes actually unstable towards the antiferromagnetic insulatingsolution. In this respect, the situation is similar to the regular hyper{cubic lattice.In the second and third Chapter we have focused our attention on some new possiblemechanisms proposed to explain superconductivity in fullerides and oxides.85



86 ConclusionsMore precisely, in Chapter2 we have studied a model with two degenerate electronicmolecular states coupled to a doubly degenerate optical phonon both in the weak and inthe strong electron{phonon coupling limit. We have shown that, as a consequence of theorbital degeneracy, a new tendency to electron paring appears. This e�ect, which is com-pletely absent in the non-degenerate case, may lead to superconductivity even when theelectronic repulsion overcomes the standard polaronic attraction.The exact two{particle solution and the BCS solution shows that the contribution to su-perconductivity coming from the orbital degeneracy has advantages with respect to theon{site polaronic attraction, for instance it is robust to the presence of local repulsion andit takes advantage by a larger coordination number. However its strength is much smaller,at least in the weak and in the strong coupling limit we have analyzed, than the on{sitepolaronic term, so that it is still an open question whether it may play a relevant role as amechanism for phonon-induced superconductivity.In the zero density limit we have provided a common physical picture for the ground state ofthe system both in the weak and in the strong coupling regime. At higher density howeverthe strong coupling version of the model could only be analyzed numerically and in onedimension [24]. On the other hand most of the interesting features which are found in thestrong electron{phonon coupling limit, are already present in the weak coupling regime.This because the modi�cation of the degeneracy of the molecular levels according to theelectronic occupancy, which is at the origin of extra{pairing phenomenon, is preemptedby the electron{phonon interaction in the strong as well as in the weak coupling regime.Moreover the weak coupling limit has in addition the big advantage of allowing a moresystematic analytical approach (e.g. BCS solution), valid in any dimension.In Chapter 3 we have studied a simple tight binding model characterized by on{siteHubbard repulsion and nearest neighbor bond{charge interaction. This model is of intereston its own, since a bond hopping term can appear as a correlation e�ect due to tracing outother spectator electrons present on each site. However, we can also recover this model inconnection with the electron{vibron problem considered in Chapter 2. In fact we have shown



Conclusions 87that the bond{charge hamiltonian can be regarded as an e�ective one{band hamiltonianfor the E{e model, at least for the superconducting region of the phase diagram.We have presented analytical and numerical results both in one and two dimension showingthe presence of a phase transition at zero temperature between a superconducting regionat small U and a Fermi liquid regime at larger repulsions. Superconductivity is ratherinsensitive to Hubbard U due to the the o� diagonal nature of the interaction responsible forbinding. In 1D the analysis is much more rigorous due to the many powerful tools available,including weak coupling Renormalization Group and conformal �eld theory. In the 1D casethe phase transition occurs between a Luther Emery regime (quasi superconducting) and aLuttinger Liquid phase (quasi Fermi liquid). The correlation exponents and a quantitativecharacterization of the di�erent phases are obtained by use of Lanczos diagonalizationscombined with �eld theoretical techniques. A BCS variational analysis is in good agreementwith the exact results presented in this work and reproduces the main features of the zerotemperature phase diagram. The analytical study of the few particle problem leads to aphysical picture of the superconductive phase in terms of a superuid dimer gas both inone and two dimensions and, in 1D, allows for the quantitative evaluation of the correlationexponents in the zero density limit.
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Appendix AD = 1. Reduction to a local prob-lemIn this section we will sketch the argument which allows to write the local Green's functionas the self-consistent solution of a local problem. There are many possible approaches toget to the �nal result. Our proof is based on the ideas contained in Ref. [8].The starting point is the Dyson equation for the Green's function. Due to the locality inspace of the self-energy function (�(i; j) = 0 for i 6= j) we can clearly writeG�(i; j) = Go�(i; j) + Xl Go�(i; l) ��(l; l)G�(l; j) : (A.1)Let us now de�ne an auxiliary Green's function Go�(i; j) which satis�es a similar Dysonequation with a restriction in the lattice sum as follows:Go�(i; j) = Go�(i; j) + Xl6=j Go�(i; l) ��(l; l)Go�(l; j) : (A.2)In other words, Go�(i; j) embodies the correlation e�ects due to the medium around the siteunder consideration.Our �rst goal is to show that the local Green's function G�(i; i) satis�es a local Dysonequation where the non{interacting propagator Go is formally replaced by the auxiliary89



90 Appendix AGreen's function Go�(i; i):G�(i; i) = Go�(i; i) + Go�(i; i) ��(i; i)G�(i; i) : (A.3)We start by iterating Eq. (A.2) to get a series of the formGo�(i; j) = Go�(i; j) + Xl1 6=j Go�(i; l1) ��(l1; l1)Go�(l1; j) + � � � (A.4)= Go�(i; j) + 1Xn=1 Xl1 6=j Xl2 6=j � � �Xln 6=jGo�(i; l1) ��(l1; l1) � � ���(ln; ln)Go�(ln; j) :Clearly, iterating the full Dyson equation for G�(i; j) generates a similar formal expansionwith the only di�erence that the restriction in the lattice sums in Eq. (A.4) is completelyremoved.Consider now carrying out the same formal expansion for the local Dyson equation weare trying to establish, Eq. (A.3),G�(i; i) = Go�(i; i) + Go�(i; i) ��(i; i)Go�(i; i) + � � � (A.5)= Go�(i; i) + 1Xn=1 Go�(i; i) ��(i; i) � � ���(i; i)Go�(i; i) ;and substituting the series in Eq. (A.4) (with i = j) for each occurrence of Go�(i; i) inEq. (A.5). Let us now regroup all the terms in Eq. (A.5) with the same number of �.The zero-th order term is clearly Go�(i; i). To see how things work for higher order terms,consider all the contributions with one � only. Clearly, these can only be originated fromthe �rst and second terms in the right hand side of Eq. (A.5), and read[Terms with one �] = Xl1 6=i Go�(i; l1) ��(l1; l1)Go�(l1; i) + Go�(i; i) ��(i; i)Go�(i; i)= Xl1 Go�(i; l1) ��(l1; l1)Go�(l1; i) ; (A.6)i.e. the unrestricted lattice sum appearing in the formal expansion of G�(i; i) is recovered.Similarly, by focusing on all the terms with n appearances of �, we realize that all therestrictions in the lattice sums are removed and we get the formal expansion for the localGreen's function, which concludes the argument.



Appendix A 91Reducing the calculation of G�(i; i) to the local problem in Eq. (A.3) is the big sim-pli�cation achieved in in�nite dimensions due to the locality of the self-energy. One canin principle use all the tools developed to treat a single{impurity Anderson problem, ex-cept that we still lack of a prescription for calculating the auxiliary local Green's functionGo�(i; i). To close the loop, we consider once again the full Dyson equation for G, this timein k-space. It reads: Ĝ�(k) = ([Ĝo�(k)]�1 � �̂�)�1 (A.7)where we have used a 2� 2 matrix notation to treat the various components (AA;AB; :::)in a compact way. The local Green's function, on the other hand, is simply given by thesum over the Brillouin zone of the appropriate component of Ĝ�(k), i.e.G�(i; i) = 1N BZXk [Ĝ�(k)]��= 1N BZXk h[(Ĝo�(k))�1 � �̂�]�1i�� ; (A.8)where the symbol � stands for the sublattice (� = A or B) to which site i belongs. Anexplicit calculation shows that the dependence on k of the right hand side of Eq. (A.8) iscontained exclusively in the band energy Ek, allowing us to rewrite the sum over k into anintegral involving the non{interacting density of states �(E). Explicitly, after some simplealgebra one arrives atG��(!n) � G�(i; i)(!n) = Z 10 dE �(E) Z ���ZA� ZB� � E2 ; (A.9)where Z�� = i!n + � + (�1)R�HS � ���(!n) ; (A.10)and �� denotes sublattice B is � = A and viceversa. Notice that in the above equations wehave allowed for the presence of a staggered magnetic �eld HS which is useful to calculatethe staggered susceptibilty of the system using only single{particle quantities.Eqs. (A.3,A.9) are the required relations which allow us to solve the problem iterativelygiven a method for calculating �� from a �ctitious non-interacting Go, as explained in thetext.
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